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Metarex® 4%* Snail and Slug Bait

•   Highest pellet count per pound for superior coverage, 
lower cost per baiting point (acre), and maximum control.

•   Maximum weatherability—holds up to moisture 
and rehardens for longer-lasting control / fewer applications.

•   Superior palatability and attraction 
promotes early feeding and faster control.

Outlasts and outperforms.

Snail damage to orange

Protect Citrus Quality and Grade
with

The Power is in the Pellet!

Learn More
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Spring 2014  |  volume 5 • number 2  |  the official publication of the citruS reSearch board

Comprehensive California 
Citrus Brand 
list deButs

On The Cover - The Citrus Roots 
Foundation has just rolled out a 
comprehensive list of historic and 
contemporary California citrus brands. 
See page 68 for more information.
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calendar of
events 2014

citrus research Board MeMBer list 
By district 2013-2014      (terMs expire July 31)

the Mission of the citrus research Board:
EnsurE a sustainablE 
California Citrus industry for 
thE bEnEfit of growErs by 
prioritizing, invEsting in and 
promoting sound sCiEnCE.

District 1 - Northern California
Member   Alternate  Expires
Toby Maitland-Lewis  Jack Williams  2016
Donald Roark   Dan Dreyer  2016
Jim Gorden   Dan Galbraith  2014 
Joe Stewart   Franco Bernardi 2014
Etienne Rabe   John Konda  2015
John Richardson  Jeff Steen  2015
Kevin Olsen     Tommy Elliott  2014 
Richard Bennett  Justin Brown  2015

District 2 – Southern California Coastal
Member   Alternate  Expires
Earl Rutz   Alan Washburn  2014
Joe Barcinas    John C. Gless  2015

District 3 – California Desert
Member   Alternate  Expires
Mark McBroom   Craig Armstrong 2016

Public Member
Member   Alternate  Expires
Ed Civerolo   Vacant   2015

Citrus research Board  |  217 N. Encina st., visalia, CA 93291  |  PO Box 230, visalia, CA 93279
(559) 738-0246  |  FAX (559) 738-0607  |  E-Mail Info@citrusresearch.org  |  www.citrusresearch.org

May 14
CPCPC Board Meeting, Ventura, 
California. 
For more information, contact CDFA 
at (916) 403-6652.  

June 26
CRB Board Meeting, Four Points by 
Sheraton Ventura Harbor, Ventura, 
California. 
For more information, contact the 
CRB at (559) 738-0246. 

June 30
CRB Nomination Meeting-District 2, Red 
Lion Hotel, Ontario, California - 1:00 p.m. 
For more information, contact the CRB 
at (559) 738-0246.

July 1
CRB Nomination Meeting-District 1, 
Tulare County Agriculture Building, 
Suite A, Tulare, California - 9:00 a.m.
For more information, contact the 
CRB at (559) 738-0246.   

July 9
CPCPC Board Meeting, Visalia, 
California. 
For more information, contact CDFA 
at (916) 403-6652.
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Progressive Ag Inc.
1336 McWilliams Way, Modesto, CA 95351

209-567-3232  •  www.proaginc.com  •  800-351-8101

New LectroBlast Tower – Increase your 
total coverage and effi ciency.

Tier 4 Available!

United States 
Department of
Agriculture
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RADunn 2.4.2011

1 – Northern California 

2 – Southern California- Coastal 

3 – California Desert 

 

At the Citrus Research Board’s latest strategic 
planning session, and in various other board 

discussions, a gathering consensus emerged 
that wider information distribution to California 
growers regarding the opportunities and “how 
to” for service on the CRB is overdue. In that spirit, 
this article will indicate the number and geogra-
phy of seats that will be open for nominations this 
summer, and generally describe the nomination 
and appointment process. 

The board felt it just as important that grow-
ers contemplating putting their hat in the ring 
should have in mind the expectations of their vol-
unteer service. This includes the current estimat-
ed number of days and travel over the course of 

a year and an overview of the subject matter and 
workload that occupies a typical board’s annual 
agenda.

upComing nomination 
opportunities
For purposes of CRB representation, the citrus 
production areas of California have been divid-
ed into three distinct geographic districts (see 
above). Eight seats will be expiring on July 31, 
2014, and all eight will require that public nom-
ination meetings be conducted by the Califor-
nia Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) 
on June 30 in District 2 and July 1 in District 1.  

See calendar and list of seats expiring on page 
6 for details.  The current board roster appears 
by name, member/alternate status, district and 
term expiration.

If you are an interested grower, you should as-
certain your district based on the location of cit-
rus acreage you own or represent. You will note 
that two of the three districts have seats with 
terms expiring this year: District 1, Northern 
California, six seats available (three members 
and three alternates); and District 2, Southern 
California, two seats available (one member 
and one alternate). District 3, California Desert, 
will not have an open seat until 2016 if all terms 
are fully served by the incumbents.

Are you an owner, officer or employee of an entity in California in the business of producing, or causing to be 
produced for market, 750 or more standard field boxes (or the equivalent) of any variety of citrus? If so, you are 
qualified to serve as a Citrus Research Board (CRB) board member or alternate. 

Staff Report

volunteers help guide 
California 
Citrus researCh
nominating proCess and responsiBilities 
of CrB Board memBers
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the nomination and 
appointment proCess
Technically speaking, while your fellow citrus producers nominate you 
by way of a majority secret ballot for each available seat, the Califor-
nia Secretary of Agriculture makes the official appointment. Practically 
speaking, the Secretary bases her appointments on the producer voting 
results, which yield the “nominees.”  It’s one thing to be a candidate nom-
inee, it’s another to actually emerge from the voting as a nominee whose 
name will be advanced to the Secretary for appointment.

The idea is to first have your name placed into the pool of candidate 
nominees from the floor of the nominations meeting for either a mem-
ber or alternate member position opening that has been announced for 
your district. The date, time and location of the meeting are contained in 
an official notice sent by CDFA to all known citrus producer addresses in 
the state. This information also generally is posted electronically by CDFA 
and CRB, and is carried in various media such as Citrograph. 

Once placed on the floor, your name is grouped with the other candidate 
nominees for the relevant available seat. A secret ballot is then cast by 
the attendees at the meeting who meet the voting criteria set forth by 
CDFA and the rules governing the CRB (See box at right). The secret bal-
lots are then tallied by CDFA, and the highest vote-getters for the avail-
able seats are advanced as the nominees for the Secretary to appoint. 

To illustrate, if there are three available member seats, and five candi-
dates, only the candidates receiving the three highest numbers of votes 
become member nominees. A separate ballot would then be held for the 
alternate member nominees. Nothing prevents the two candidates who 
did not make the top three in the earlier member vote from becoming 
candidates for one of the three available alternate member seats. Again, 
if there are more candidates than there are alternate member seats avail-
able, only the top vote-getters would become the alternate member 
nominees sent on to the Secretary for appointment.   

setting expeCtations
If you see a seat opening up in your district and are thinking about lining 
up supporters to nominate you, it makes sense that you should be cogni-
zant of the level of commitment involved in service as a board member.

Because the board expends public (grower) monies, you should be 
aware that all appointees must file state-required financial and conflict 
of interest disclosures. This helps ensure the integrity of the board’s fund-
ing decisions.

The board spends the bulk of its time considering a broad portfolio of 
citrus research proposals and projects. This fiscal year, the grower-fund-
ed research budget is just under $5 million. These stages involve the 
crafting of the call for proposals, prioritizing responses, awarding funds, 
assessing progress and providing critiques of project results. Devising 
implementation strategies for successful projects also occupies board 
time and resources.

Board and alternate members are active not only for board meetings, 
but also are expected to serve on several research and/or administra-
tive committees.  It is often hard to distinguish between members and 
alternate members solely based on the time they dedicate to their board 
service, as several alternates are highly active. Every fiscal year typically 
has five board meetings spread around the citrus growing districts, and 
two three-day research meetings for updates and selection of research 
projects.  Each individual committee meets on an as-needed basis, typ-
ically three times a year.  Additional conferences in conjunction with 
other citrus-producing states and federal research agencies are optional, 
but highly encouraged.  The time commitments can be relatively high 
compared to many volunteer boards, but the most engaged members 
have a hand in directing the response to the most critical citrus research 
needs for California and nationally. 

It is hoped that the above information and a full understanding of the 
process will only help to strengthen and increase board interest and 
involvement by the widest possible set of informed and motivated  
nominees.

Who are Considered eligiBle 
Citrus produCers alloWed to 
partiCipate and vote?
• Any owner, officer or employee of an entity in California in the business 
of producing, or causing to be produced for market, 750 or more stan-
dard field boxes, (or the equivalent) of any variety of citrus is qualified to 
participate in the nomination proceedings.  

• An individual person is entitled to represent only one legal entity at a 
nomination meeting. 

• In the case of a partnership, only one of the partners may vote.

• In the case of a corporation, a person affiliated with the corporation, 
preferably an officer, may represent the corporation.

• A married couple operating a production entity is entitled to just one 
vote, unless each spouse owns and operates separate and distinct enti-
ties.

• To participate in a district’s nomination meeting, a business entity must 
have citrus production within that district.  Any entity with production in 
more than one district must choose a single district in which to partici-
pate to vote.  If a separate production entity can be proven as the oper-
ating entity in another district, the person qualified to act as the repre-
sentative of that entity may vote in that district, even if he/she has voted 
as a representative of another entity in another district.  Essentially, each 
separate citrus-producing business entity is entitled to one vote in the 
district in which it operates.

• Voting by proxy is not permitted. 

Source: CDFA Marketing Branch
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editorial By Ken KeCK

CrB’s involvement Will add

value and foCus
to federal hlB funds

Ken Keck introducing Citrograph and its story 
profiling HLB early detection interdisciplinary work 
to Dr. Helene Dillard, the new UC Davis Dean of the 
College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences.
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F or the cause of citrus pest and disease research, recent federal appropriations and 
the Farm Bill have unleashed “an embarrassment of riches.”  These are the words 

of California Citrus Mutual’s Joel Nelsen. The three major citrus producing states, by 
way of the “Three Mutuals,” coordinated their efforts to great effect as the legislative 
process unfolded. In the truest sense, securing the funds took an Act of Congress. 
Now for the really hard part: spending the money wisely in a manner that gets results.

The Citrus Research Board is positioned to play a central role in this process. Whether 
formally as a board, or by individuals serving on various federal advisory committees, 
CRB members and staff will be called upon by federal granting agencies to provide 
the California perspective. 

Because CRB’s long-time mission has been to foster, promote and fund sound sci-
ence in the name of California growers, our federal partners will be interested in CRB’s 
viewpoints early on in the call for proposals stage. CRB’s experience with generating 
proposals and awarding citrus research has given the board an appreciation of the 
importance of forming best-in-class researcher groups around specific challenges. A 
recent example of CRB’s track record in building teams, profiled in the Winter edition 
of Citrograph, is the eight interdisciplinary labs CRB brought together to test various 
early HLB detection methods at the UC Davis Containment Facility. 

Most importantly, CRB will no doubt play an active role in providing critiques of the 
federal results, as well as perspectives on technology transfer strategies that will be 
meaningful to growers. Our Research Development and Implementation Committee 
is gaining more experience in this area with every funding cycle, and it will help feed 
perspectives to the USDA Secretary when it feels that the federal projects duplicate, 
over-promise, under-deliver, or when those projects are on target.    

I already have had the pleasure of working with USDA’s Dr. Mary Palm (see “A big hand 
for Dr. Palm” on page 40) in my capacity as an appointee to the newly-created HLB 
Multi-Agency Coordinating (MAC) Group. The funding decisions yet to be made to 
expend $21 million are not easy, given the Congressional mandate that such expen-
ditures should show positive results in the field by late 2015. Out of the gate, the 
consensus is that California should ramp up its biocontrol efforts to slow the spread 
of ACP in areas where sprays are impossible, while Florida should be focused on short-
term antimicrobial and thermal therapy approaches that might lend hope to keeping 
the remaining infected trees productive.

Even if the funds were not on the table, I see the seeds of progress that make me 
believe that the Secretary’s formation of the HLB MAC Group will be able to make 
a difference in the level of focus our federal partners will invest. For instance, a rep-
resentative of the EPA has joined the group and is learning of the dire threat that is 
HLB, which will help inform that agency’s future regulatory decisions. The Risk Man-
agement Agency also has been brought into the group to aid in its determination of 
whether an insurance product that would be affordable and meaningful to California 
and Texas producers can be developed while the disease is not yet widespread in 
those states. 

I am hopeful the intra- and inter-agency communication engendered by the HLB 
MAC Group can only help in ultimately addressing its namesake cause.

Ken Keck is president of the Citrus Research Board.
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Chairman’s vieW By etienne RaBe

At the time of this writing, California reservoirs are at historic lows. 
Zero to very limited releases from the federal and state water proj-

ects to farming communities are planned. Water districts will have to 
rely on whatever may be left in aquifers from previous banking projects. 
Thereafter, growers will rely solely on their own ground water tapping, if 
they are fortunate enough to have such access. The ground water levels 
already are stretched thin due to previous needs to draw from these and 
undersupply from the various water projects. There will surely be many 
well failures this year.

The above scenario is bad enough for the historical citrus growing 
community. The truth is that citrus is not the only agriculture user to 
be served; and ironically, the longer-term outlook for underground de-
mand and overdraft has been made dimmer by recent profitable trends. 
Almost all permanent crops have provided good financial returns in 
the recent past (citrus, pistachios, almonds, walnuts, table grapes, etc.). 
This led not only to a tremendous rise in land prices, but also to the 
establishment of many new plantings of perennial fruit crops in areas 
where there is little district supply and virtually total reliance on under-
ground resources. This is obviously unsustainable – especially once the 
newly-established acreage comes into maturity with higher demand for 
water.

Where has all the

Water gone…?
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Acknowledging there will be no easy solutions, what is the 
specific outlook for citrus? Following the recent freeze hitting 
growers in the pocket, this drought situation additionally may 
result in acreage being removed. Over the last 15 years, Va-
lencia acreage dropped by more than half from 78,000 acres 
in 1998 down to 38,000 acres in 2012, according to the most 
recent 2012 California Agricultural Statistics Service report es-
timates. It is most likely even lower at this time. The Valencia 
decline was mirrored by the mandarin acreage expansion. This 
exponential expansion rate may now hit somewhat of a pause 
button. However, additional Valencia and some low-return na-
vel orchards will be getting the “ultimate pruning” by way of 
the bulldozer.

The net effect may be a decline in citrus acreage over the next 
few years. However, if we see another year of sub-optimal rain-
fall and snowpack, the immediate future may be too ghastly to 
contemplate.

On a more positive note, however, crises can bring opportu-
nities for renewal. It will rain again and, hopefully, our elected 
officials and the environmental community can agree on how 

to best utilize years with abundant rainfall and snowpack for 
surface and below-ground storage to prepare for future lean 
years. Growers also will have the opportunity to replant at more 
modern spacings, allowing for smaller trees to accommodate 
expected future labor constraints and escalating picking costs. 
It also will allow for use of the latest and best new varieties that 
may come along in the next few years.

Your Citrus Research Board of Directors and staff will keep their 
collective fingers on the pulse to ensure that the best and latest 
research information reaches you in good time to react to the 
crisis, but also to take advantage of the opportunities ahead.

Until next time…

Etienne Rabe, Ph.D., is chairman of the Citrus Research Board.

Where has all the

Water gone…?
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mutually speaking... By MiChael W. SpaRKS

Needless to say, the 2013-2014 season has been challenging for Florida citrus 
growers. Huanglongbing (HLB) continues to rear its ugly head across the citrus 

belt. We are in our ninth year with the disease. It is truly endemic. HLB is the context 
to everything we do now.

Fruit drop has been a major issue these past two seasons. As our orange crop shrinks 
to less than 115 million boxes (from nearly 200 million only a decade ago), we’ve seen 
more and more fruit on the ground, especially early and mid-season varieties. I know 
growers who say they can stand in their grove at night and literally hear oranges hitting 
the ground. 

No doubt that HLB’s insidious effects are behind the drop. These trees are stressed. 
They look tired. Under normal circumstances with good healthy trees, we would 
not even be discussing drop, but HLB is a game changer. Despite almost 
a decade with the disease, we are still in an era of unknowns. Much of 
the discussion out in the field is focused on how drop may relate to 
the late fall herbicide applications. After talking to a lot of growers, I 
tend to think there may be some validity to this observation.

fruit drop one of many 
Challenges
faCing 
florida groWers
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Several large growers are not going to do a late fall herbicide 
application this next season because they are convinced this 
is a part of the drop problem. Many have reported that they 
observed less fruit drop when herbicides were not applied later 
than July, avoiding the last application for grove floor clean-up 
for harvest.  

Some working hypotheses are that the root system of HLB-af-
fected trees cannot take additional root loss that healthy trees 
can, and the vulnerable root systems of HLB-affected plants are 
susceptible to herbicides, whereas healthy roots are not.  

Of course, we are looking past anecdotal observations and to-
ward science to give us an answer.  The reliance on timely ap-
plied science has become the new paradigm in Florida citricul-
ture. We’ve always considered R & D important, but now what 
we uncover in the laboratory is truly life or death.

Dr. Gene Albrigo, professor emeritus with the University of Flor-
ida Citrus Research and Education Center, is now studying the 
excessive pre-harvest drop. Some factors Dr. Albrigo says he 

will look at are the “role of water stress, perhaps brought about 
by loss of roots in HLB-affected trees; low carbohydrate stress 
because of fewer leaves and blocked phloem transport to the 
fruit, and late season herbicide applications causing additional 
stress on HLB trees.”  

This year, Dr. Albrigo suggested some Florida growers consider 
forgoing a January-February application on some rows to see 
if a similar response occurs toward the harvest of late-season  
Valencias – March through June.  He is planning to run two 
tests on Valencias this year and also with early and late culti-
vars next year.  Dr. Albrigo said he would include protecting the 
trunk from direct spray to evaluate possible trunk (compared 
to root) uptake of herbicide sprays. His first results should be 
available in the near future. 

The good news is we now have a dedicated source of funding 
to finance this type of essential research. The funding is the re-
sult of a lot of hard work by the entire domestic citrus industry 
and our elected officials from Florida, California and Texas over 
the past four years. 

The first pot of money – $21 million – is under the purview of 
the Multi-Agency Coordination (MAC) Group put together by 
U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack to fund immediate citrus 
research needs. The USDA’s Dr. Mary Palm will administer the 
funds at the direction of the stakeholder-driven MAC Group. 

A portion of the MAC money is earmarked for immediate re-
search needs important to Florida growers such as experiments 
into heat treatment, rootstocks and possible HLB-resistant 
trees that are in the grove right now. 

The second pot of funding is the $125 million allocated through 
the Farm Bill over the next five years. The USDA is currently as-
sembling the nine-member committee (five representatives 
from Florida, three from California and one from Texas) that will 
oversee this money via super-majority vote. 

I have no doubt that short-, medium- and long-term solutions 
will be uncovered very soon supported in part by the afore-
mentioned funding. Citrus growers in Florida, California and 
Texas all share one common trait – resiliency. We’ve all been 
challenged by Mother Nature in the past – freezes, drought, 
hurricanes and disease, to name a few – and come out on top. 
We will prevail this time, as well. 

Michael W. Sparks is the CEO and executive vice president of 
Florida Citrus Mutual, based in Lakeland, Florida.
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therese kapaun
Staff ReSeaRch 
aSSociate, Uc 
Lindcove ReSeaRch 
and extenSion 
centeR

The workshop entitled “Progress on 
pre-symptomatic detection of Huanglonging (HLB)” was a wel-
come ray of sunshine illuminating the path to early detection 
of HLB.  

The industry has been told over and over that psyllid control 
and rapid removal of diseased trees are the keys to conquering 
the problem.  Thankfully, CRB research support to three notable 
UC researchers has produced results, as the technologies de-
scribed in the workshop demonstrate that HLB can be detected 
three different ways in living trees prior to the appearance of 
visual disease symptoms.  Dr. Slupsky (UC Davis) uses proteom-
ics, Dr. Davis (UC Davis) uses mass spectrometry to identify tar-
get volatile organic compounds, and Dr. Ma (UC Riverside) uses 
serology to detect secreted HLB proteins.  It’s tremendous!  

We now have early detection methodology that needs to be 
implemented sooner rather than later, especially since current 
regulations require PCR confirmation of suspect trees, and 
there are limitations to the effectiveness of PCR as an early de-
tection tool.  What we really need is a vaccine to prevent the 
disease; but since we don’t have it, early detection and rapid 
tree removal is the next logical step for shrinking the existing 
disease reservoir.

kevin severns
GeneRaL ManaGeR, 
oRanGe cove-SanGeR 
citRUS aSSociation; 
chaiRMan, 
caLifoRnia 
citRUS MUtUaL

Admittedly I was not able to hit as many of the workshops at 
the Showcase as I would have liked. Part of that was because 
all of the subjects being covered were so timely and critical for 
our industry. 

at the ConClusion of the reCent 
annual Citrus shoWCase in visalia, Citrograph  asked…

“What Was the most 
Compelling Workshop 
for you at the Citrus 
shoWCase and Why?”

industry vieWs
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If I had to choose, I would say the workshop with Florida 
Citrus Mutual CEO Mike Sparks, CPDPC Chairman Nick Hill 
and Dr. Mary Palm from the USDA was an essential remind-
er of the war we are waging. The fight against ACP and HLB 
has become a common part of our research, treatment, 
regulatory efforts and industry conversations. Hearing Mr. 
Sparks confirm the dire situation that Florida growers face 
brought back to the forefront the gravity of what we are 
battling. 

Sometimes when we talk about certain subjects enough, 
we get acclimated (possibly passive?) to and about the 
threat. The challenge from Mike Sparks was clear; Nick 
Hill clearly articulated the CPDPC’s continuing mission to 
keep HLB from taking hold in California; and Dr. Mary Palm 
confirmed the USDA’s commitment to moving research 
forward through the efforts of the HLB Multi-Agency Co-
ordination Group. Excellent session!

tom delfino
execUtive 
diRectoR, 
caLifoRnia citRUS 
nURSeRy Society

The most compelling session was: “Is 
There Hope for Resistance in Citrus 

to the Asian Citrus Psyllid and Huanglongbing?” 

Since the time I first heard of huanglongbing (HLB), the 
message has been almost exclusively that HLB is uniform-
ly fatal to edible citrus. There have been few rays of hope. 
Several years ago, Dr. Fred Gmitter reported at a Citrus 
Research Board event that scouting in China had pro-
duced observations of apparently resistant (or tolerant) 
citrus. At a more recent California Citrus Nursery Society 
event, Dr. Richard Lee reported on promising work he and  
others were conducting in Florida to identify edible citrus 
and citrus relatives that might be resistant or tolerant of 
HLB. Still, it looked like it would be a long-term effort to 
find and breed resistance or tolerance into citrus trees that 
would produce fruit that could compete with the varieties 
we currently have available.

At this session, Dr. Gmitter and Dr. Ed Stover reported on 
work that gives hope. There are rootstocks that appear 
to confer tolerance. There are newly-developed edible  
citrus that look and taste like oranges, but include Poncirus  
trifoliata in their parentage, making them resistant. There 
are single individual thriving trees found in Florida groves 
filled with dead and dying trees.  I left the session thinking, 
“There’s hope after all.”

We owe a debt of gratitude to Dr. Gmitter and Dr. Stover, 
their collaborators and the entities that fund their work. To 
all of them, thank you.

For a complete report, see “2014 Citrus Showcase 
Tackles Big Issues” on page 26.
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2014 Water supply 
outlook in friant 
division Citrus Belt
Note – All precipitation statistics and material were based on 
information available as of March 17, 2014.

Fergus Morrissey

Friant-Kern Canal in the San Joaquin Valley.  
Photo courtesy of U.S. Department of the 
Interior.
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in a Word – devastating
The San Joaquin Valley’s citrus belt growers, whose crops hug the western slopes of 
the Sierra Nevada’s foothills, are subject to a double-edged sword.  Geographically, 
their orchards benefit from the microclimate that results from the warmer, freeze-tol-
erant inversion layer just above the Valley floor.  Yet geologically, these areas suffer 
from thin profiles of productive groundwater, given their close proximity to underly-
ing granitic bedrock.  The Friant Division citrus belt growers’ permanent plantings rely 
on surface water supplies normally made available by the US Department of Interior’s 
Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation).

This year, one can forget “normal” when it comes to the allocation of contracted sur-
face water to agricultural water users throughout California via state and/or federal 
Reclamation projects. There is nothing normal about ZERO.  Sadly, this is precisely 
what the vast majority of contractors are looking at this year, and the Friant Division 
citrus belt farmers are in the same world of hurt.  

Notwithstanding the 2013 calendar year being the driest in California’s recorded his-
tory, factors unrelated to watershed are playing a major part in the zero allocation for 
agriculture.  To get some insight into the bigger picture, we first need to look at the 
watershed yields of the area to realize there is more than precipitation, or lack thereof, 
at play in the looming zero allocation.  

Northern California’s recent watershed (the lynchpin of California’s water supply) 
is portrayed by the Northern California - Eight Station Index - Water Year (October 
through September) run-off values.  Such a review shows that the current year’s run-
off compared to average run-off for the past few years has been as follows:

To say California’s water supply system is complex is a drastic 
understatement.  With more than 440 agencies contending for the state’s 
most precious resource, it is difficult to connect the web of who is “in 
charge” of water and where it is coming from (or lack thereof).  Water 
allocation has been a hot topic since the West was settled, but it really 
has heated up the last decade with increased agricultural demand from 
areas that previously received little or no surface water, regulatory and 
environmental policies, and the volatility of precipitation.  

The San Joaquin Valley’s citrus belt has been spared most water 
uncertainties for nearly 70 years due to historic water rights and an 
infrastructure designed to provide reliable surface water through both wet 
and dry years.  However, 2014 is turning out to be something different 
where multiple factors, compounded by low precipitation, almost certainly 
will leave Friant Division citrus belt farmers with ZERO water allocation 
for the first time ever.  This article provides a snapshot of the complexities 
and hard realities that have led to drought for the most prominent citrus 
growing region in California.        
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• 2010 – 108 percent of average
• 2011 – 145 percent of average
• 2012 – 83 percent of average
• 2013 – 92 percent of average
• 2014 (water year to Date) – 55 percent of 
            average

These statistics offer the impression that the recent years’  
run-off values are generally unremarkable.  This begs the  
question – why are things so bad this year?  Is California’s water 
system broken?  I am afraid this year is proving that the answer 
to the latter question is yes, the system is broken.

The following chart (Figure 1) depicts this information on a rel-
ative basis, to average and the driest and wettest conditions 
since the period of record, which began in 1920. 

BaCktraCk to the 1940s 
and the emergenCe of the 
friant division  
With the completion of the Friant Dam in 1942 and the  
Friant-Kern/Madera Canals in 1951, the Bureau of Reclamation 
brought a surface-water supply system to eastside growers and 
communities (Figure 2).  Friant Division conveyances stretch 
from the Town of Friant south 152 miles to the Kern River in 
Bakersfield and north about 30 miles to the Chowchilla River 
in Chowchilla.  The Friant Division, which consists of the Friant 
Dam, the Friant-Kern Canal and the Madera Canal, irrigates well 
over one million acres of highly productive farmland and is the 
centerpiece of Reclamation’s Central Valley Project (CVP).  To-
day, there are 28 long-term Friant Division water service con-
tractors, including 23 agriculture water providers.  Many of 
these contractors are irrigation districts (I.D.) abundant with 
citrus groves, like Orange Cove I.D., Terra Bella I.D. and others. 

Figure 1. Northern Sierra Precipitation Chart and Stations.
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Historically, citrus growers in this area recognized the vulnera-
bility of their heavy reliance on surface water and opted for the 
most reliable supply of the Friant Division’s CVP yield - Class 1 
Contracts.  By definition, Class 1 water within the Friant Divi-
sion is the first 800,000 acre feet of CVP yield that develops in 
the Upper San Joaquin River Basin watershed and runs off into 
Millerton Lake during the October 1 - September 30 period, or 
water year.  Run-off is stored in Millerton Lake and is generally 
made available on an “as needed by Contractor” timing basis 
throughout the year.  

In addition to 800,000 acre feet of Friant Division Class 1 Con-
tracts, there are 1,450,000 acre feet of Class 2 Contracts.  The 
largest of these is Arvin Edison Water Storage District, which 
has a 310,000 acre feet Class 2 Contract.  Class 2 water can be 
thought of as “wetter-year type water,” which only exists and 
is allocated after the first 800,000 acre feet of Friant Division 
yield.  When Reclamation designed the Friant Division, they did 
not incorporate any storage infrastructure for the less reliable 
and more volatile Class 2 Contract supplies; however, they did 
incorporate conveyance infrastructure for the diversion of this 
wet-year water to Contractors for conjunctive use.  Conjunc-
tive use utilizes percolation basins and channels to recharge 
groundwater aquifers in wet years and allows irrigation pump-
ing of that “banked” water in dry years.  

fast-forWard to 2009, 
restoration floWs and reCent 
Watershed yields 
Before the San Joaquin River Restoration Act of 2009, Class 1 
Contract yield had been ultra-reliable, with Class 1 Contractors 
receiving 100 percent supply declarations (totaling 800,000 
acre feet) about 94 percent of the time. The San Joaquin Riv-
er Restoration Program (Restoration) implements the 2009 Act 
and requires that San Joaquin River runoff be released below 
the Friant Dam in order to restore the historic anadromous fish-
ery in the upper San Joaquin River.  

Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri,
DeLorme, NAVTEQ, TomTom, Intermap,
increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO,
NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL,
Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri
China (Hong Kong), swisstopo, and the GIS
User Community

Friant-Kern Canal

Friant-Kern Canal

Commercial Citrus

Ê

Yonas B (3/17/2014) 0 2010
Miles

Millerton Reservoir

Figure 2. Friant-Kern Canal

QUick RefeRence GUide

Friant Division: Millerton Lake, Friant Dam, 
Friant-Kern Canal and Madera Canal

Reclamation - US Department of Interior’s 
Bureau of Reclamation: Built and manages 
CVP, including Friant Division 

CVP - Central Valley Project: oversees Friant 
Division, managed by Reclamation 

Exchange Contractors - San Joaquin River 
Exchange Contractors: Water rights holders 
superseding Class 1 and 2 Friant Contracts; 
typically receives dry year water entitlement 
from Sacramento River

Restoration - San Joaquin River Restoration 
Program: Implements 2009 Act and diverts 
approximately 200,000 acre feet to restore the 
historic fishery flows in the upper SJR  

Acre foot = the volume of water that covers
1 acre at a depth of 1 foot

Class 1 Contracts (Friant Division): The first 
800,000 acre feet of CVP yield that develops 
in the Upper SJR Basin and runs off into 
Millerton Lake in a water year

Class 2 Contracts (Friant Division): After 
Class 1 fulfilled, the next 1,450,000 acre feet 
of CVP yield that develops in the Upper SJR 
Basin and runs off into Millerton Lake in a 
water year

Water Year: October 1 to September 30
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The Restoration flows that began in the 2010 Water Year (Oc-
tober 1, 2009) have reduced the reliability of the Class 1 sup-
ply.  Under the program, Class 1 Districts lose approximately 
200,000 acre feet when the water yield in the Upper San Joa-
quin River (USJR) Basin watershed is less than 800,000 acre-feet 
(the average USJR Basin yield is approximately 1,800,000 acre 
feet).  Conversely, in wetter years, Class 2 Friant Division Con-
tractors provide the required Restoration Flows, while Class 1 
Districts receive 100 percent of their supply.

On average, Friant Division Contractors (Contracts totaling 
2,250,000 acre feet) annually lose approximately 200,000 acre 
feet of their historically diverted Contracted supply for this pur-
pose.  This loss equates to roughly 15 percent of the historic 
average annual Friant Division diversions of 1,350,000 acre feet.  
When considering this year’s dismal watershed in the Upper 
San Joaquin River Basin, the 2009 Act does not require release 
of any Restoration flows.

In 2010 and 2011, the San Joaquin River Restoration flows im-
pacted Class 2 Contractors, as these Water Years were on the 
wet side.  Conversely, during the 2012 and 2013 Water Years, 
the San Joaquin River Restoration Program impacted Class 1 
Districts, as these years were drier.  With roughly 25 percent of 
Class 1 water going to the San Joaquin River Restoration first, 

the Class 1 allocations of 57 percent in 2012 and 62 percent in 
2013 greatly impacted growers; particularly since the declara-
tions would have been 82 percent and 87 percent, respectively, 
prior to the San Joaquin River Restoration.  If you harken back 
to your school grades, 57 and 62 percent instead of 82 and 87 
percent is a huge difference. 

The Friant Division supply is better captured by the more local 
index of watershed yield – the Southern Sierra Five Station In-
dex.  This index provides more local data, including a gauging 
station at Huntington Lake in the Upper San Joaquin River Ba-
sin, as one of the indices.  A chart for this year’s precipitation 
compared to average and several other years of note is shown 
below.

Figure 3 reveals that this year we are ahead (at least in timing) 
of the driest year in the last hundred years, but not by much.  
It is critical to note, however, that while the water year run-off 
should at least be that of 1976-1977, it is a near certainty that 
the Friant Division Class 1 allocation will be zero this year as 
compared to 1976-1977 when it was 25 percent Class 1.

Figure 3. San Joaquin Precipitation Chart and Stations
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today’s Water alloCation is 
unpreCedented
While the 2012 and 2013 precipitation levels were bad, they 
were not wholly unexpected, and they followed back-to-back 
above-normal water years.  We all know the water supply in 
California is volatile; farmers signed up knowing that.  Yet 2014 
is shaping up to be something quite different, and it is not just 
because of watershed.  While the Upper San Joaquin River Ba-
sin watershed is yielding in the neighborhood of the lowest 
we would expect per 100 years, the Northern California Eight 
Station Index is in much better shape.  In spite of this, Califor-
nia agricultural water suppliers throughout the state are faced 
with zero allocations.

The reason for this predicament is self inflicted.  The state and 
federal government have both enacted regulations that restrict 
the movement of water to contracted users in a manner that 
was not envisioned when the CVP and the State Water Project 
were conceived and built.  

Today, water quality and salinity requirements in the Delta, 
Delta outflow requirements, fishery flow and cold pool main-
tenance requirements, the Delta Smelt Biological Opinion 
and the Salmon Biological Opinion, act in a compound way 
to take supplies that were once available to the agricultural  
community.  

The factors listed have now impacted the San Joaquin  
River Exchange Contractors, a group holding some of the oldest 
water rights (pre-1914), superseding Class 1 Friant Contracts.  
Every year since the Friant Division’s inception, the Exchange 
Contractors have received a dry year minimum entitlement of 
650,000 acre feet from the Sacramento River as “substitute” to 
their rights on the San Joaquin and Kings River.  Currently, and 
for the first time in the history of the Friant Division, it seems 
unavoidable that Reclamation will, on behalf of the Exchange 
Contractors, make a “Call on the San Joaquin River” in an at-
tempt to fulfill the Exchangers’ senior water right entitlement.  
While this is a little complicated to explain, in essence, if Rec-
lamation is unable to provide the Exchange Contractors with 
their contractual entitlement (a dry year minimum entitlement 
of 650,000 acre feet) from the supplies originating in northern 
California, Reclamation is required to provide them a supply 
from an alternate source, namely the Friant Division.  

Operationally, it does not appear even remotely possible that 
Reclamation will be able to deliver 650,000 acre feet via the 
Delta pumps to the Exchange Contractors; and, therefore, all of 
the water supplies typically available to the Friant Division will 
go down the San Joaquin River to the Exchange Contractors.

Notwithstanding this call, the Exchange Contractors are still 
likely to be substantially below their critical dry 650,000 acre 
feet allocation.  The current estimate the Exchangers will be 
shorted is anywhere from 600,000 to 400,000 acre feet.  That 

means that not only are Friant Division Class 1 Contractors at 
zero percent, they are 600,000 to 400,000 acre feet short of 
reaching a zero allocation.  

To get a true, real world impact that the aforementioned regu-
latory restrictions are having on California’s water user supply, 
just look at the raw allocation numbers this year.  The Exchange 
Contractors historically have always received their minimum; 
however, this year they may be shorted up to 600,000 acre feet.  
The Friant Division’s lowest historic allocation was 200,000 acre 
feet (25 percent) in 1976-1977.  Combining the Exchange Con-
tractors and Friant Division, that equates to an 800,000 acre 
feet shortfall of the lowest allocation on record. 

Yes, the system is broken.  It was not designed to operate un-
der the current regulatory operational requirements.  Given the 
past four years of watershed yield, we should not be anywhere 
close to the water supply predicament faced today.   

For those who know about it, the realization that a zero alloca-
tion is a near certainty has citrus growers on edge, to say the 
least.  With evaporating hopes for a “Miracle March” at the time 
of this writing, the Friant Division will almost certainly receive 
a ZERO allocation for the first time ever.  Additional rainfall in 
our area will only mean that the Exchange Contractors receive 
closer to their 650,000 acre feet entitlement.  The Friant Divi-
sion will still get nothing.  As a result, tragically, many of those 
citrus growers who work tirelessly during the freezing night 
temperatures and the scorching heat of the long summer days 
will experience complete loss.

hope for next year
Every day the calendar page turns, hope diminishes for any 
surface water.  An unusually wet spring is (was) the last hope.   
Growers can only continue to hope that Mother Nature will ex-
press her volatility in the opposite direction, opening the storm 
door and bringing copious precipitation to California.  Very 
soon, expectations for this year will wither, and all the indus-
try will be able to do is hope for an improved year to come.   
After all, there is an El Niño system developing in the equatorial  
Pacific.  

Fergus Morrissey is the Engineer-Manager for the Orange Cove 
Irrigation District.
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The annual Citrus Showcase is the single largest educational 
forum for the California citrus industry.  Nearly 1,000 grow-

ers and industry members attended the one-day March event 
in Visalia, California, to hear updates on critical issues impacting 
the industry.  The 2014 Showcase was not only the biggest in 
the show’s 20-plus year history, it also focused on some of the 
biggest issues the California industry has faced in its history. 

“Fighting back” was the appropriate overarching theme of the 
day. It applied to fighting back against the Asian citrus psyllid 
(ACP) and huanglongbing (HLB), onerous water regulations, 
and false perceptions being promulgated by activists, to name 
just a few topics.  

This year’s workshop content nearly doubled as California Cit-
rus Mutual and the Citrus Research Board provided concurrent 
sessions throughout the day. 

Water Wars
The day kicked off with a new addition to the Showcase, “Break-
fast with Water.”  State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) 
President Felicia Marcus addressed an attentive and eager 
crowd about the State’s current water woes from ground wa-
ter management to the drought.  “Groundwater contamination 
should not be a legislative issue, but it is,” she insisted. “Tagging 
agriculture as the problem is not a solution.”  

2014 Citrus shoWCase 
taCkles Big issues

Alyssa Houtby and Chad Collin
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The discussion continued in the breakout session, “Offensive 
Water Regulation Requires Strong Offense by Industry.”  Speak-
ers Dr. Joel Kimmelshue and Tess Dunham provided an over-
view of the Irrigated Lands Regulatory Program (ILRP), specifi-
cally regarding the recently adopted General Orders regulating 
discharges from irrigated lands and nitrogen use reporting.  

But, the topic on everyone’s mind was the drought and how 
much, if any, water can be expected to flow through Fri-
ant-Kern Canal to South Valley agriculture.  Marcus stated that 
the SWRCB had yet to make any decisions as far as allocations, 
but indicated that a zero allocation is not off the table yet.   “The 
drought is out of anybody’s present scope of knowledge to 
deal with. The magnitude was never properly anticipated,” she 
explained.

The elephant in the room, of course, was storage – a long-term 
solution path that the greater agriculture community has sup-
ported since the original Water Bond was proposed.  Marcus 
was candid that storage needs to be the goal; however, she fa-
vors smaller projects such as off-stream reservoirs and water 
banking rather than building dams. Storage does not solve the 
current water situation, and there is no doubt that the citrus 
industry is feeling the effects of the drought. 

Marcus referenced the Governor’s drought package, which 
provides $687.4 million to support drought-relief programs 
primarily for the urban sector.  “Our approach to the drought 
is to help people do what needs to be done without imposing 
regulations that impede their ability to do so.” 

Time will tell if that is, in fact, the case.

gmos – a solution or 
Controversy?
A genetically engineered solution to HLB has encouraging po-
tential from a scientific perspective, but could become a pub-
lic relations nightmare if not handled correctly.  How does an 
industry such as citrus overcome the negative public percep-
tions surrounding genetically modified organisms (GMOs) if, or 
when, a genetically modified HLB-resistant tree becomes the 
industry’s best hope for survival?  

That was the question posed by Dr. Cathy Enright, executive 
vice president for the Biotechnology Industry Organization 
(BIO) during her presentation at the Showcase luncheon. En-
right’s firm, which comprises agricultural groups and biotech-
nology companies, is tackling this issue head on in the midst of 
negative perceptions and attacks by the media. 

The citrus industry is in a good position though, according to 
Enright.  “My experience tells me that your story will not fall flat; 
it will be embraced.” 

But, shying away from the issue and not sharing that story is 
a disservice to the citrus industry itself, warned Enright.  The 
biotechnology industry has experienced this first-hand in re-
cent years with the influx of GMO labeling initiatives across the 
county.  

To counteract the false claims that have been promulgated by 
the media, Enright’s firm developed a public outreach cam-
paign designed to open the dialogue about GMOs.  Since the 
campaign’s inception, BIO has favorably impacted the amount 
of anti-GMO bias in the news.  

It is still uncertain if GMOs will, in fact, be the solution for huan-
glongbing, but Enright’s message of openness and transparen-
cy transcends all issues from a public relations standpoint.

Katie Rowland and Mark Olson of Nuffer, Smith, Tucker Public Relations 
at the CPDPP booth.
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“Consumers relate to eating oranges and drinking orange 
juice,” said Enright.  “They must understand the potential threat 
that the Asian citrus psyllid and huanglongbing have on the 
supply of those products.”  

fighting BaCk against 
aCp and hlB
There is no question that ACP and HLB pose the biggest threats 
to the California citrus industry.  What is being done now from 
a proactive standpoint to stop the psyllid from spreading will 
determine the future of the industry.  There is no greater in-
dication than what has happened – and is still happening – in 
Florida, that California’s suppression and eradication approach 
has so far been the right one.

Florida Citrus Mutual Executive Vice President and CEO Mike 
Sparks reminded workshop attendees about the devastation 
that HLB has caused to the Florida industry. He emphasized the 
need to establish an area-wide treatment program in California 
to more effectively knock down ACP populations and prevent 
the insect from spreading further.  Similar programs have been 
effective in some areas in Florida, but East Coast growers were 
admittedly too far behind the issue to see the results that ento-
mologist Dr. Beth Grafton-Cardwell is confident California will 
see by implementing such a program. 

Additionally, Dr. Mary Palm of USDA-APHIS discussed the re-
search efforts underway at the federal level as part of the newly 
formed HLB Multi-Agency Coordination (MAC) Group. She ex-
plained that California’s situation is much different than that in 
other parts of the country where HLB has taken hold.  In Cali-

fornia, stopping the spread of ACP must remain a priority, and 
APHIS is committed to investing in research and programs such 
as biological control in order to meet the California industry’s 
needs.

the California BiologiCal 
Control program for aCp 
When the Asian citrus psyllid was first detected in southern Cal-
ifornia in 2008, the immediate response was to conduct chemi-
cal treatments with the goal of eradicating the insect.  Because 
ACP was found in residential areas, repeated treatments were 
not sustainable.  

Industry members enjoyed more than 100 exhibits at the trade show.

CCM Chairman Kevin Severns addressed a packed audience at the 2014 Citrus 
Showcase luncheon.
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The three speakers in this workshop provided an update on an 
alternative program to manage ACP using the biological con-
trol agent, Tamarixia radiata, a parasitic wasp that only feeds on 
ACP.  Also reported on in this session was the future release of 
a second bio-parasite, Diaphorencyrtus aligarhensis, which will 
occur as soon as federal approval is finalized. The California bio-
logical control program partners, including the Citrus Research 
Board (CRB), University of California, USDA-Animal Plant Health 
Inspection Service (APHIS) and the California Department of 
Food and Agriculture (CDFA), are working to develop and co-
ordinate methods for the mass-rearing and release of these 
beneficial insects.    

USDA-APHIS PPQ’s Ken Bloem highlighted biological control 
successes and failures in the past and identified the pros and 
cons of both parasitoids against ACP.  In his analogy of super 
heroes, Bloem likened Tamarixia to Robin, rather than Batman.  
He advised growers in the San Joaquin Valley not to be too anx-
ious in wanting to release Tamarixia in this area. This agent is 
host specific: no ACP means no Tamarixia.  Bloem concluded by 
saying, “Biological control strategies should not be considered 
stand-alone tactics, but rather they should be incorporated as 
part of an overall integrated pest management program for 
ACP and HLB.”  

Greg Simmons, USDA-APHIS PPQ, described the progress made 
by the California team to improve the mass-rearing of Tamarix-
ia through the development of greenhouse and field produc-
tion systems.  These advances have resulted in the 1,000-fold 
increase from 2011 to 2013 in the number of agents available 
for release.  

CDFA’s David Morgan concluded the session by explaining the 
targeted release site strategy and the implementation of more 

efficient methods used by personnel. A major component in 
rearing biological control agents is to have sufficient plant ma-
terial for the insects. Currently, there are three locations where 
plants are produced – Riverside, Pomona and Arvin. Morgan 
was optimistic that 2014 looks promising. Rearing facilities are 
ramping up and producing an increased volume of Tamarixia.  
This will result in a greater number of agents released through-
out southern California, where Tamarixia continues to become 
established.  All speakers cautioned that biological control can-
not be the sole answer to ACP and HLB management. Fighting 
and winning this battle requires a combination of approaches.

is there hope for resistanCe in 
Citrus to hlB or infeCted aCp? 
Florida citrus breeders and growers have been seeking citrus 
and citrus relatives for possible resistance and/or tolerance 
traits against HLB and its vector, infected ACP.  Two Florida 
breeders, Ed Stover of USDA-ARS in Fort Pierce and Fred Gmit-
ter from the University of Florida, shared their results in the pur-
suit of a tree that can survive the insect and disease pressure in 
the Florida environment.

Stover reported on progress evaluating cultivars and other sci-
on types as Florida possibly faces living with HLB forever.  The 
Fort Pierce Research Center’s very own test blocks are under 
severe pressure from the presence of ACP and HLB, making it 
a suitable setting to evaluate for HLB resistance and tolerance. 
Promising field trial data with new “Sweet Orange” hybrids of a 
very different genetic makeup led as a possibility.  Also, under 
severe HLB and citrus canker pressure, two grapefruit varieties, 
“Triumph” and “Jackson,” were less adversely affected.  

Audience during luncheon with keynote speaker Cathy Enright.
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Promising GMO technology was touched upon by both speak-
ers. Given the current negative perceptions, Gmitter promot-
ed the use of genomic-based information as a tool to develop 
resistance in conventional breeding. Stover suggested that 
“GMOs including transgenics will be the ‘organic’ of the future,” 
albeit perhaps a distant future, given the expected reduced use 
of pesticides and fertilizers that would be needed to keep GMO 
trees healthy and productive where HLB is endemic.

Gmitter has searched throughout China looking for HLB resis-
tance and/or tolerance in “survivor” or “miracle” trees. He fur-
ther reported on the “Rootstock Effect” – 17 rootstocks have po-
tential to impart tolerance to their scions. Four will be planted 
and evaluated this year.  Gmitter closed with a cautionary note 
for those expecting HLB-resistant trees in the short term that 
have all the best commercial properties that growers and con-
sumers want: “There will be no one single solution; it will be a 
working mosaic of solutions.”   

progress on pre-symptomatiC 
deteCtion of hlB
Since ACP can spread HLB long before visual disease symp-
toms become apparent, the CRB has funded several projects 
to develop technologies that can detect the pathogen before 
the symptoms are expressed.  The Winter 2014 edition of Citro-
graph featured an expanded article on this work, including a 
glossary and illustrations the reader might wish to consult. At 
the Showcase, there were reports on the significant progress of 
these technologies.  

UC Davis’ Carolyn Slupsky opened the session with an expla-
nation of the many approaches to detecting diseased trees, 

including host plant responses, proteins produced by the 
pathogen, metabolic compounds and small RNA molecules. 
She described the longitudinal study currently being conduct-
ed within the contained research facility at UC Davis that will 
compare the newly-developed detection methods to real time 
PCR, the current “Gold Standard” testing method. 

Alexander Aksenov reported on the development of the elec-
tronic volatile organic compound detection sensor, also known 
as the “VOC sniffer.”  Data has been collected with the prototype 
near potentially HLB-infected trees in Florida, Texas and the sin-
gle HLB find in Hacienda Heights, California.  

UC Riverside’s Wenbo Ma concluded the session describing her 
process of identifying proteins secreted by the HLB bacteria. 
Her method is simple and can be conducted by a grower or 
nurseryman. A citrus shoot is cut and pressed to a membrane. 
Many imprints can be made to one membrane. The membrane 
then is exposed to specific antibodies, and if the bacterial pro-
tein is present, a dark mark appears on the membrane.  A simi-
lar method already is in use to detect citrus tristeza virus.  

The Citrus Showcase was sponsored by JKB Energy, Dow AgroSci-
ences, Farm Credit Associations, Fruit Growers Supply, Yara North 
America, 2,4-D Task Force, Syngenta, Pace International, Southern 
California Edison, Valent, Bayer Crop Science, Sinclair Systems, 
and Deerpoint Group, Inc.  

Alyssa Houtby is the director of public affairs for California Cit-
rus Mutual. Chad Collin is with the Citrus Research Board, where 
he serves as director of board and grower communications and 
also as associate editor of Citrograph.

The tradeshow floor was a popular place to visit.
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WelCome to the
World ag expo
Citrus researCh Board features 
multi-faCeted Booth

Staff Report
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The 47th Annual World Ag Expo notched another 
successful show, luring big crowds with 1,500 ex-

hibitors and blue skies.  Held in Tulare, California, the 
expo ran February 11 - 13.   

The Citrus Research Board (CRB) hosted an outdoor 
booth that displayed several CRB-funded research 
projects, the newly rebranded Citrograph magazine, 
and the latest in mapping and tracking of the Asian 
citrus psyllid (ACP) in California.  CRB staff and vol-
unteers from cooperative agencies welcomed citrus 
growers, industry members and the public to talk all 
things citrus.

One feature of the CRB booth was a colorful citrus 
variety display (see photo at left).  The display has 
become a popular mainstay that showcases varieties 
maintained at the Citrus Clonal Protection Program’s 
(CCPP) foundation block located at the University of 
California-Lindcove Research and Extension Center 
(LREC) in Exeter, California.  CCPP, funded by the CRB, 
maintains the budwood orchard for virus-free true-
to-type citrus and is available to California nursery-
men and growers at a minimal cost.  The majority of 
these varieties are now maintained in a screenhouse 
or greenhouse to further protect them from insect 
vectored diseases.
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Several citrus variety experts were on hand throughout the expo to 
answer questions about the display, including Dr. Tracy Kahn (UC Riv-
erside), Dr. Rock Christiano (CCPP) and Raul Gonzales (LREC-retired).  

A new booth feature was a demonstration of biological control for 
ACP.  CRB’s Field Operations Director and entomologist, Brian Taylor, 
manned a 12’x12’ field cage (see above, top) designed to rear Tam-
arixia radiata, a small wasp that is a specific biological control agent 
of ACP.  Taylor and team provided in-depth information on the ACP 
cooperative biological control program including the rearing of Tam-
arixia, Diaphorencyrtus aligarhensis (a second natural enemy of ACP), 
rearing and release sites and the progress of facilities and cooperators 
involved.

A 12’ x 12’ Biocontrol Field Cage, designed to rear Tamarixia radiata, demonstrated biological control.

A GIS display showed an enlarged photo of an Asian citrus psyllid, as well as 
ACP mapping.  

Aerial shot of the 2014 World Ag Expo.
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Citrograph showed off its new logo and past issues and also 
had subscription sign-ups available.  The CRB team welcomed 
their new Visalia-based publishing firm, Cribbs & Evangelo, 
who were introduced to industry visitors.

The final booth feature compiled the extensive tracking and 
mapping of ACP in California (see facing page, lower right).  
The movement and eradication of ACP have been on growers’ 
minds as it has moved from southern California into the San 
Joaquin Valley.  CRB Data, Information & Management Director 

Rick Dunn and GIS Technician Yonas Birhanemeskel provided 
information on ACP detections to date.

The CRB strives to provide an active, engaging and informative 
booth each year at the World Ag Expo.  The many volunteers 
and staff members appreciate everyone who stopped by.  See 
you next year! 

Visitors stoped by to tour the CRB booth at the 2014 World Ag Expo. The crowds were thick in the street that ran past the CRB booth.
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In partnership with the Citrus Research Board, the University of California, Riv-
erside (UCR) held its third annual Citrus Day for approximately 70 professional 

industry members on February 20, 2014, at Agricultural Operations. The meet-
ing was organized by Peggy Mauk and Tracy Kahn of the Department of Botany 
and Plant Sciences, UCR. 

Citrus Day was highlighted by formal presentations, as well as field tours, and 
got underway with welcomes from Marylynn Yates, the Dean of the College of 
Natural and Agricultural Sciences, and Jodie Holt, Divisional Dean for Agriculture 
and Natural Resources.  

exCiting frontiers in Citrus researCh 
Citrus day at uC riverside
Peggy Mauk and Tracy Kahn

Attendees toured the new rootstock trial, which is planted on elevated beds.
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The morning program included a number of short talks that 
began with a discussion on pesticide safety presented by Vince 
Samons, Ranch Manager at UCR. Jim Adaskaveg, Department 
of Plant Pathology, UCR, presented the latest information on 
pre-harvest treatments for controlling fruit rot caused by Phy-
tophthora spp., as well as information on control of Phytophtho-
ra root rot. Glenn Wright, Department of Plant Sciences, Uni-
versity of Arizona, spoke about his and Kahn’s lemon trial being 
conducted in Thermal, Callifornia.  He reported on their results 
on yield and cold tolerance of the 12 selections in the trial, 
which were published in the last issue of Citrograph. Joseph 
Morse, Department of Entomology, UCR, provided an update 
on the current status of Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) and huan-

glongbing (HLB) in California, including the latest information 
on control of ACP and the newest technological efforts used for 
early detection of HLB. David Oberland, USDA-ARS, Parlier, in 
collaboration with Mary Lu Arpaia, Department of Botany and 
Plant Sciences, UCR, provided background on the factors and 
compounds that influence the eating experience in citrus. 

After lunch, attendees were divided into two groups that ro-
tated between tours. Mikeal Roose (Botany and Plant Scienc-
es, UCR) conducted a tour of the new rootstock trial, which is 
planted on elevated beds and in high density. Claire Federici 
provided a display on UCR Citrus Breeding program mandarin 
releases including Tango, Daisy SL, Kinnow LS, Fairchild LS and 
Gold Nugget. Ole Becker, Department of Nematology at UCR, 
offered a hands-on learning experience for attendees to look at 
various life-stages of citrus nematode under microscopes. For 
the Citrus Variety Collection tours, attendees could choose to 
view the collection of citrus relatives such as Australian Finger 
Lime, Bael Fruit and lemon selections, guided by David Karp, 
Toots Bier and Robert Krueger; or they could examine selected 
blood oranges and mandarins with Kahn and Tom Shea.

Mauk and Kahn plan to continue this yearly event by holding 
another UCR Citrus Day again next year in late January or early 
February. Watch for the date in Citrograph. 

Peggy Mauk, Ph.D., and Tracy Kahn, Ph.D., are with the  
Department of Botany and Plant Sciences, University of  
California, Riverside.

Mikeal Roose leading a tour through breeding evaluation trials.

View of UCR lemon varieties trial.
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a Big hand
for dr. palm
spearheading a searCh 
for hlB solutions
Staff Report

In the last Citrograph (Volume 5, Number 1), we took a look at the formation of 
the Huanglongbing Multi-Agency (HLB MAC) Group and how it should significantly 
impact the future of the citrus industry. In this issue, you’ll meet the veteran scientist 
selected to lead the new task force, Dr. Mary Palm.

CrB profile
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When the new HLB MAC Group was launched this past De-
cember, USDA Secretary Tom Vilsack didn’t need to look 

far to find the perfect person to serve as Group Leader. Califor-
nia-raised Mary Palm, Ph.D., an Assistant Director of National 
Identification Services in Quarantine Policy Analysis and Sup-
port, is the 30-year USDA Plant Protection and Quarantine (PPQ) 
veteran tapped by Secretary Vilsack to spearhead the search for 
short-term solutions to the devastating HLB problem.

Broad range of expertise
In Palm’s three multi-award-winning decades with USDA, she 
has undertaken a wide variety of assignments that have al-
lowed her to accumulate a broad wealth of experience perti-
nent to her new role.

She was hired by PPQ as a mycologist and explained, “PPQ’s 
mission is to protect American agriculture and the environ-
ment from harmful pests and diseases and to promote safe 
trade.” Before her first year had ended, Palm was asked to chair 
a panel on the risks posed by various citrus pathogens and has 
been involved in citrus diseases ever since.

In a recent USDA blog post, Palm said, “I believe my entire career 
has prepared me to work on this challenge. I began working 
for APHIS (USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service) 
in 1984. I’ve had many roles, from identifying plant diseases to 

serving as the technical expert in bilateral negotiations. But the 
experience that best prepared me for this new role was a de-
velopmental assignment as a Senior Policy Analyst at the White 
House Office of Science and Technology Policy. I enjoyed work-
ing across agencies, tapping the talents of others and learning 
new perspectives.” 

She noted that the assignments about which she has been the 
most passionate have involved meeting challenging tasks with 
a number of moving parts head-on through a collaborative ap-
proach.

In her blog post, Palm added, “As the Lead for the HLB MAC 
Group, I am putting that experience to good use, making sure 
we leverage all of our resources, expertise and perspectives to 
combat this destructive disease.” 

finding fixes
Initially, the HLB MAC Group was seeded with $1 million in 
funding; however, the new Federal budget has provided an 
additional $20 million to look at a host of fixes that could be 
implemented in the near future. 

Palm shared that the group’s mission is to ensure that the  
USDA’s response to HLB has the highest level of coordination 
possible. “We will coordinate and prioritize federal research 

(Left to right) Dan Dreyer (CRB Board Member), Dr. Mary Palm, Kurt Schmidt (Principal Superintendent of Agriculture, LREC) and Jim Gorden (CRB Board Member) 
toured the Lindcove Research and Extension Center during Dr. Palm’s recent visit to California.
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and industry research to develop practical near-term solutions 
for the citrus industry,” the Riverdale, Maryland-based scientist 
said.

The HLB MAC Group has a strong sense of urgency and got off 
to a running start. According to Palm, “The team is very collab-
orative. Everyone wants to move quickly to support near-term 
efforts that will provide the industry with tools and solutions. 
It is an energetic and dedicated group of people who have the 
common goal of combatting HLB.”

Citrus Research Board (CRB) President Ken Keck is one of those 
task force members. The group already has met to establish 
roles and responsibilities, to iden-
tify the most promising near-term 
research and to discuss proce-
dures for research acceptance 
and implementation. By the time 
of this magazine’s publication, 
Palm expects that the task force 
already will have decided on and 
begun to launch some of the 
top-priority projects. 

She shared examples of just two 
of the projects currently under 
“fast-track” consideration. First is 
the use of thermotherapy to help 
sustain production in HLB-infect-
ed trees. If a tree can be heated 
to up to 120°F for approximately 
48 hours, the bacterium can be 
killed in the upper part of the 
tree, thereby allowing the tree 
to regain productivity. “The chal-
lenge,” Palm explained, “is to get 
this into a field-deployable mechanism, so that it will be avail-
able to growers to use quickly on a larger scale.”

A second promising project involves looking at ways to ramp 
up biocontrol of the insect vector, especially in California, Ar-
izona and Texas. By scaling up production and release of the 
Tamarixia radiata that kills the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP), it could 
be possible to keep ACP levels down in areas where continued 
sprays are not feasible.

proteCting California Citrus
While Florida has the most critical predicament with nearly 
100 percent of its groves infected with HLB, an all-out effort 
has been launched to help prevent California from the same 
scenario. Palm noted that in California, “currently through the 
Citrus Health Response Program (CHRP) activities done in co-
operation with industry, academia, the California Department 
of Agriculture and the CRB, all steps are being taken to keep 
the disease at bay. The HLB MAC Group is focusing on promis-
ing near-term solutions that will help protect the state and help 
manage the disease if it is introduced.”

Palm believes it is necessary for the California citrus industry to 
learn from their counterparts in Florida. “It is important to work 
together, be vigilant, use best-management practices to keep 
ACP populations down, and continue working toward early 
HLB detection,” she said. “All these efforts are very important 
in keeping the disease out of California, as well as for keeping 
groves productive in areas where the disease is present.” 

The Group Head applauds the decision made by California 
growers to immediately remove any tree found to have HLB. 
“You can produce citrus in the presence of HLB, but only if 
growers work together in a coordinated manner.

“The CRB has been con-
ducting and supporting 
some very important re-
search as to whether HLB 
can be detected pre-symp-
tomatically. This is critical to 
trying to prevent ACP from 
spreading HLB from one 
tree to others,” she contin-
ued. “Evidence shows that 
if you keep ACP down, re-
move infected trees and 
keep trees healthy, among 
other best management 
practices, you can continue 
to produce citrus.”

Palm believes that the work 
the CRB is sponsoring on 
early detection research will 
be vital in terms of remov-
ing the inoculum, and the 
Board’s funding of biocon-

trol research will provide an essential tool in keeping the ACP 
population down in California.

the measuring stiCk 
for suCCess
“Each project will have specific measures to determine its suc-
cess,” Palm explained. “Overall, if we can give Florida growers an 
incentive to plant new trees, and if we can prevent or mitigate 
the negative impact of HLB on production in other citrus-pro-
ducing states, then I think we will have succeeded.”

minnesota to California 
and BaCk
Protection of the citrus industry is a subject near and dear to 
Palm’s heart. Born in Minnesota, she grew up in San Diego 
County’s Chula Vista. “I remember the citrus trees in our back-
yard,” she said. “My grandma used the fruit to make absolutely 
delicious Meyer lemon pies. I also recall visiting my cousins in 

“Each project will have 
specific measures to 
determine its success,” Palm 
explained. “Overall, if we 
can give Florida growers an 
incentive to plant new trees, 
and if we can prevent or 
mitigate the negative impact 
of HLB on production in 
other citrus-producing states, 
then I think we will have 
succeeded.”
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Anaheim in the early ‘60s when the surrounding countryside 
was filled with citrus orchards.”

Palm became interested in mycology (the study of fungi) as 
an undergraduate at St. Olaf College in Minnesota. She then 
earned her Ph.D. in plant pathology from the University of Min-
nesota.

Throughout her career, she has been recognized numerous 
times for her work, including receipt of the USDA Secretary’s 
Team Honor Award for Excellence, the USDA Secretary’s Group 
Honor Award for Personal and Professional Excellence, and 
the American Phytopathological Society’s Award of Excellence 
in Regulatory Affairs and Crop Security, to mention but a few. 
She also has been named a Fellow of the Mycological Society 
of America and a Distinguished Alumnus of the University of 
Minnesota’s Department of Plant Pathology.

listening to the industry
The new Group Leader is proving to be a dedicated hands-on 
coordinator. She already has traveled to Florida, California and 
Texas to meet with the citrus industry and listen to their con-
cerns and ideas. 

While in California in March, Palm visited the UC Lindcove Re-
search and Extension Center with LREC Superintendent Kurt 
Schmidt. Her tour included the CCPP, pack line, field plantings 
and a taste of unusual citrus varieties from the evaluation block.
She then met with several CRB board members and staff who 
provided an overview of CRB-funded research; explained the 
differences between the citrus industries of Florida, California, 
Texas and Arizona; and described the variation in citrus produc-
tion throughout the Golden State. Palm listened to the board 
members’ views regarding how the new federal dollars should 
be allocated against various states’ research priorities. She also 
heard about the drought situation facing California growers 
and the desire that CRB spend more research dollars on irriga-
tion efficiency.

Additionally, Palm met with the California Biological Control 
Program Team/Task Force – including the CRB, USDA, and  
CDFA – to learn more about the program and its responsibili-
ties, which may assist the Group in better identifying some of 
the funding needs.

At the recent annual Citrus Showcase, Palm shared with attend-
ees that the HLB MAC Group “will collaborate and coordinate 
across agencies, as well as within the industry and states, in 
fighting HLB, and will maintain a common operating picture of 
all of the efforts aimed at HLB. In the research arena, we can 
reduce any kind of duplication, fill research gaps, allocate re-
sources to have maximum impact and, most importantly, pro-
vide short-term solutions and tools while longer-term solutions 
are still underway.”

Palm loves her job. “I learn something new every day, which is 
pretty wonderful,” she said, “and I have the opportunity to pro-
tect and have a positive impact on U.S. agriculture and the en-
vironment.”

fungi are not the only primary 
interest of dr. Mary Palm. She is 
devoted to her two grown children 
and two small grandchildren. the 
researcher also is an avid eques-
trian. once she became an emp-
ty nester, she began riding and 
showing Paso fino horses and 
has three of her own. She trail 
rides for pleasure and shows her 
horses competitively in regional 
shows. “they’re a great stress re-
liever at the end of the day,” Palm 
explained. 

Dr. Palm steps out for a ride on her Paso Fino mare, Lucero.
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CrB-funded researCh progress report

James Bethke, Marianne Whitehead, Joseph Morse, Frank Byrne, Elizabeth Grafton-Cardwell, 
Kris Godfrey and Mark Hoddle

organiC pestiCide 
sCreening at the 
Chula vista inseCtary

Photo 1. ACP in cages at the Insectary.
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inseCtiCide testing protoCols
As outlined in our previous article in Citrograph [May/June 2012, 
V3(3):36-40], we have a thriving colony of ACP at the Chula Vis-
ta Insectary, and there are strict protocols for entry and move-
ment within the facility to ensure that the release of ACP will 
not occur. Space at the facility is at a premium, so good coor-
dination and assistance is required to maximize the screening 
efforts. As such, the plants we use in our trials are grown from 
seed in greenhouses at University of California Riverside and 
transported to the Insectary under permit and in an enclosed 
vehicle. In addition, the plants are sampled and tested for HLB 
on a monthly basis. One- to two-year-old Citrus volkameriana 
plants in one-gallon pots (#1 nursery cans) were used in all trials. 

studies against aCp nymphs
Potted citrus plants were exposed to ACP adults in colony rear-
ing cages for 48 hours and then removed. Following egg hatch 
(approximately eight days), the number of nymphs on a single 
terminal shoot (approximately 10 cm long) per plant was re-
corded. The shoot was marked for further evaluation following 
the application of the various compounds. The number of single 
plant replicates per trial varied and was either six or eight repli-
cates. The number of nymphs per plant also varied, so the plants 
were assigned to treatments to  equalize the number of nymphs 
in each treatment prior to applications. Following the pre-treat-

BaCkground
In 2012, we began an intensive screening of registered 
and experimental, conventional and organic insecticides, 
against the Asian citrus psyllid (Photo 1) at the Chula 
Vista Insectary (Photo 2). Without large populations 
of ACP in commercial citrus, we needed an effective 
method of screening products that would give us a 
scientific basis for making treatment recommendations 
in California, especially for organic producers. 

To date, we have successfully tested 22 organic products 
or combinations of products, and we have screened a 
number of conventional and experimental products. 
In addition, we have nearly doubled the number of 
trials conducted in 2013 compared to 2012 due to the 
increased funding supplied by the Citrus Research Board. 
In this article, we will concentrate our discussion on the 
organic product results and potential management 
tactics using organic insecticides.

It is well known that many of the organic products work 
mainly on contact and do not persist for an appreciable 
amount of time (at most 7-10 days, if that long). Some 
consider this a benefit because of reduced impact on 
natural enemies, but the lack of persistence also means 
that a greater number of applications is required to 
effectively reduce difficult-to-control pests, which means 
that these pests are likely to remain in citrus groves at 
low levels. This presents a conundrum when there is an 
ever-increasing demand for fruit free of conventional 
pesticides and also the need for high levels of control 
of a devastating invasive pest such as ACP. The problem 
is even more serious when pests such as ACP transmit 
a deadly disease of citrus, namely huanglongbing (HLB). 
Short-lived insecticides are less effective in preventing 
disease transmission because they do not kill the insect 
fast enough, nor do they sufficiently suppress the vector 
population to prevent feeding and pathogen spread.

The goal of our research is to test as many organic 
products as we can, in an effort to identify those 
products that are most effective and persistent against 
ACP. Some of this research already has been initiated 
in Florida. We need California-derived data in order to 
register new insecticides and so that we know how to 
use them properly under our environmental conditions.

Photo 2. Chula Vista Insectary.
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ment count, the plants and insects were treated with selected 
products, allowed to dry and caged (Photo 3). The cage con-
sisted of a clear plastic 128 oz. jar (110 mm polyethylene round 
jar). The bottom of the jar was cut off so it could be placed over 
the plants and the top of the jar was covered with screening 
material (organza bag) for ventilation. 

Mortality was recorded at 48 hours and weekly thereafter un-
til all the adults emerged in the controls. Some organic prod-
ucts required multiple applications and further observations of 
mortality. It is very difficult to transfer ACP nymphs from one 
plant to another because they insert their mouthparts into the 
plant, and transfer causes a high mortality. Therefore, we did 
not test the survival of nymphs on weathered residues.

studies against aCp adults
Approximately 10 adult ACP were caged and established on 
each plant prior to the application of insecticides. Six to eight 
single plant replicates were used in these trials. Once the ACP 
adults established (approximately 24 hours), the caged plants 
were placed into a larger cage (BugDorm, BioQuip) (Photo 4), 
the small cage was removed, applications were made to the 
infested plants and adult psyllids, and the small cages were 
placed back on the infested plants almost immediately so as 
not to lose any exposed adults. When the pots were dry and 
the plants could be moved, they were removed from the large 

cage, and a pretreatment count of adults present on the plants 
was made. This pre-treatment count was necessary because 
during the process of spray applications, some adults were 
forced from the plants and were unrecoverable. 

Mortality of the remaining insects was recorded at 48 hours. 
Following the 48-hour assessment, all remaining insects were 
removed. A new set of 10 adult ACP was placed on treated 
plants at seven-day intervals, and mortality was recorded at 48 
hours to determine the persistence of the applications. New 
adult ACP were placed on treated plants until efficacy declined 
below 50 percent mortality.  

organiC inseCtiCides evaluated
Although it is not a complete list, the organic insecticides 
presented in our results are listed in Table 1, and they can be 
broadly categorized by type (biological, botanical or horticul-
tural oil) and by mode of action (insect growth regulator, desic-
cant, asphyxiant or stomach poison). In addition to the organ-
ic products, we are testing many conventional products and 
some unregistered products, as well. Therefore, some of the 
results presented may contain those other products, and they 
are also listed in Table 1.

Photo 3. A citrus plant is infested with ACP, treated and caged. Mortality is 
assessed by counting the number of live ACP on treated plants.

Photo 4. Plastic cage with a cloth sleeve and a zippered front for addition and 
removal of plants and insects. This cage is called a BugDorm.
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Several of the organic products we tested were either biological 
in nature or derived from a biological source. Those that were 
bacteria-based were Grandevo and MBI-206 from Marrone Bio 
Innovations and Entrust from Dow AgroSciences. Grandevo 
and MBI-206 contain a number of compounds that contribute 
to the creation of complex modes of action. Entrust contains 
spinosad, a compound found in the bacterial species Saccha-
ropolyspora spinosad. Spinosad acts as a stomach poison.

BotaniGard, Met-52 and Preferal (PFR97) contain entomo-
pathogenic fungi. These products usually contain spores of 
the pathogenic fungus that attach to the body of the insects. 
Under the right conditions, the spores germinate through the 
insect’s outer skin and kill the insect.

The botanicals include Pyganic and the neem-based products. 
Pyganic is a chrysanthemum-derived product that includes 
several pyrethrins. Pyrethrins cause paralysis in insects. The 
neem-based products contain azadirachtin, which acts as an 
insect growth regulator and a feeding deterrent or a repellant.
Lastly, there are the horticultural oils, which have long been 
used as insecticides and have been effective against ACP. We 
examined two narrow range horticultural oils, a 415 oil called 
Gavicide Green and a 438.5 oil called TriTek. We studied wheth-
er they would kill psyllids on their own and/or whether they 

would enhance the performance of some of existing organ-
ic insecticides. Additionally, we studied the effect these oils 
would have on ACP if we applied them at several different la-
beled rates.

In addition to the insecticides, we included a water treated 
control (check) in all experiments. We also included the pyre-
throid Danitol (fenpropathrin), which ensured that our meth-
ods would demonstrate mortality (i.e. served as a positive con-
trol). If an adjuvant was used in combination with one or more 
of the products, we included it as a stand-alone treatment, so 
that we could observe any additive effects due to the presence 
of the adjuvant. We included Gavicide Green, Orocit (Oroboost 
is a similar product, and it is the organic version of Orocit) and 
Widespread Organic as adjuvants in some of our trials. Silwet 
L77 was used as an adjuvant for one treatment application 
(Grandevo; Silwet Eco is an Orangic Materials Review Institute  
listed version of Silwet).

Data were analyzed using ANOVA and were transformed as 
necessary to satisfy the assumptions of analysis of variance. 
Means were separated by Fisher’s Least Significant Difference 
test (P = 0.05).  The data are presented in bar graphs as means 
(columnar bars) and standard errors (error bars) per treatment 
per sample day.

Table 1. Organic pesticides recently screened at the Chula Vista Insectary against ACP.   

Trade Name Active Ingredient Manufacturer Type Mode of Action 

Organic Products 

AzaGuard Azadirachtin Biosafe Systems LLC. Botanical IGR 

Azera Azadirachtin + Pyrethrins MGK Corp. Botanical + Botanical IGR + Paralytic 

DE Diatomaceous earth Brandt Biopesticide Desiccant 

Entrust 80% Spinosad Dow Biological Gut Poison 

Grandevo Chromobacterium subtsugae Marrone Biological Multiple/Complex 

Met52 Metarhizium anisopliae Strain F53 Novozymes Biologicals Biological Insect Pathogen 

Gavicide Green (NR 415) Mineral oil Loveland Horticultural Oil Membrane 
Disruptor 

Preferal (PFR-97) Isaria fumosoroseus Certis Biological Insect Pathogen 

Pyganic Pyrethrins MGK Corp. Botanical Paralytic 

Tritek (Saf-T-Side, NR 438.5) Spray oil Brandt Horticultural Oil Membrane 
Disruptor 

Widespread Organic Polymethylsiloxane Loveland Horticultural Oil Membrane 
Disruptor 

Nonorganic Products 

Danitol Fenpropathrin Valent Synthetic Pyrethroid Paralytic 

BotaniGard ES* Beauveria bassiana BioWorks Biological Insect Pathogen 

Orocit CA** Citrus oil  Oro-Agri Horticultural Oil Membrane 
Disruptor 

Silwet L-77*** Organosilicone surfactant Helena Chemical Co. Organosilicone 
Surfactant 

Membrane 
Disruptor 

Unregistered Products 

MBI-206 (4 Formulations) Burkholderia spp. Marrone Biological Multiple/Complex 

Sivanto Flupyradifurone Bayer Synthetic Butenolide Feeding inhibitor 

* Mycotrol O is a similar product formulated for use in organic production.   
** Oroboost is a similar product formulated for use in organic production.   
*** Silwet Eco is a similar product formulated for use in organic production.   

 

table 1. organic pesticides recently screened at the Chula Vista insectary against aCp.
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results
In this article, we chose to highlight nine of the 21 trials we 
conducted that answer some of the most pressing questions. 
Remember that these are greenhouse screening trials, and that 
they represent the best-case scenario of coverage of the plant 
with insecticide. In other words, we are confident of contacting 
the insects with our applications, and we are confident of the 
resulting mortality. The products may not kill psyllids as well 
in field trials because of incomplete coverage, degradation by 
light and heat, or if the product is diluted to a greater extent (to 
standardize, rates were based on 100-gpa).  It will be important 
to validate our results in field trials.

effiCaCy against nymphs
Figure 1 shows the mortality caused by one of the more 
popular botanical, organic insecticides, Pyganic. In this trial, 
Pyganic was compared to two conventional products, Danitol 
and Sivanto (unregistered experimental product) and to Gavi-
cide Green, a narrow range 415 oil. The mortality imparted by 
Pyganic to the nymph stage of ACP was comparable to the 
conventional products, Danitol and Sivanto; and the mortality 
caused by Gavicide was significantly less.

The efficacy of various entomopathogenic fungi, a bacterial 
by-product and diatomaceous earth against ACP nymphs can 
be found in Figure 2. With good contact, these products were 
highly effective causing >90 percent mortality of ACP. Note that 
the Orocit alone was as efficacious as the Orocit+microbials.

We further tested Grandevo against ACP nymphs in search of 
a surfactant that might increase efficacy (Figure 3). Although 
the efficacy of each product combination is above 90 percent 
mortality, there is a statistically significant improvement in the 
efficacy of Grandevo+Orocit compared to Grandevo applied 

by itself in the first 48 hours after application. A week later, the 
efficacy of Grandevo+Orocit was not statistically different than 
Grandevo alone.

Lastly, we tested two new formulations (E1 and E3) of a new 
product from Marrone, MBI-206, against ACP nymphs (Figure 
4). Gavicide Green was added to each treatment in this trial, and 
three rates of MBI-206 were tested for each formulation. Both 
formulations were equally effective at the high rate of 1 gal-
lon/100 gallons, and they were equally as effective as Gavicide 
Green alone and Grandevo. There was a clear rate response for 
the E1 formulation, whereas the E3 formulation only showed 
a reduction in efficacy at the lowest rate (0.25 gallon/100 gal-
lons). In this trial, we also observed Gavicide by itself to be quite 
effective (>90 percent mortality).

Figure 1. Mean percent mortality of ACP nymphs on citrus treated with Pyganic 
and compared to two conventional products, Danitol and Sivanto. Gavicide 
Green was used as an adjuvant at 1 gallon/100 gallons, both as a stand-alone 
application and at the same rate in combination with selected treatment 
applications.*

Figure 2. Mean percent mortality of ACP nymphs on citrus treated with various 
biological insecticides and diatomaceous earth. Orocit was used as an adjuvant at 
32 fluid oz./100 gallons, both as a stand-alone application and at the same rate in 
combination with selected treatment applications.*

Figure 3. Mean percent mortality of ACP nymphs on citrus treated with 
Grandevo and Grandevo plus three different adjuvants. Adjuvants were used 
as a stand-alone application and at the same rate in combination with selected 
treatment applications.*
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effiCaCy against adults
Figure 5 shows the mortality caused by the most common-
ly-used organic, botanical insecticides, Pyganic (pyrethrum 
from chrysanthemums) and two neem-based products, Azera 
and Azaguard. All three botanicals provided good initial con-
trol (80-95 percent) two days after treatment (2 DAT), but effi-
cacy fell rapidly over time. The products were only effective for 
approximately seven days before falling to <60 percent mortal-
ity at day 14. Orocit, the surfactant used in the trial, provided 
about 60 percent mortality to adult ACP 2 DAT, and efficacy fell 
rapidly over time.

In the trial depicted in Figure 6, Grandevo was applied twice 
ten days apart against adult ACP.  Grandevo exhibited low effi-
cacy (< 40 percent mortality) against adults at any of the three 
rates tested, and efficacy did not improve with time.

The efficacy of two narrow range oils, 415 and 439, tested at 
increasing rates between 0.25 to 4 gallons/100 gallons against 
ACP adults, can be found in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. First, 
there is a clear rate response, which means the more you use, 
the more effective it is (4 gallons/100 gallons of Gavicide Green 
or TriTek caused >90 percent mortality). Efficacy, however, 
dropped off rather quickly with time and lasted less than 14 
days. It appeared that TriTek, which is a heavier oil (438.5), was 
somewhat more effective than the Gavicide Green (415).

Figure 4. Mean percent mortality of ACP nymphs on citrus treated with 
three different rates of two experimental formulations of MBI-206. Gavicide 
Green was used as an adjuvant at 1 gallon/100 gallons, both as a stand-alone 
application and at the same rate in combination with all treatment applications 
except Danitol.*

Figure 6. Mean percent mortality of ACP adults placed on citrus treated with 
varying rates of Grandevo. Two applications were made ten days apart. New 
insects were placed on treated plants once the applications were dry. No 
adjuvants were used in this trial.*

Figure 7. Mean percent mortality of ACP adults placed on plants treated with 
Gavicide, a narrow range 415 oil. Gavicide was not added to the Danitol 
treatment application. New insects were placed on treated plants on a weekly 
basis.*

Figure 5. Mean percent mortality of ACP adults placed on pyrethrum and 
neem-treated citrus over time. Orocit was used as an adjuvant at 32 fluid oz./100 
gallons, both as a stand-alone application and at the same rate in combination 
with selected treatment applications.*
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Figure 9 shows additional tests of various entomopathogen-
ic fungi, a bacterial byproduct and diatomaceous earth (DE) 
against ACP adults. With good contact, these products caused 
80-90 percent mortality initially (2 DAT); but as with the oth-
er products described above, efficacy against adults dropped 
off very rapidly. These products do not appear to be persistent 
against adult ACP. 

ConClusions
Two important general conclusions can be made from our work 
so far. First, if direct contact is made, nymphs are fairly easy to 
kill, but adult ACP are difficult to kill with the registered organic 
insecticides tested. Second, the organic pesticides tested are 
clearly short lived on plant surfaces, even under our best-case 
scenario in greenhouse trials.  

This means that in order to control immigrating populations, 
repeated applications will be necessary to maintain low levels 
of psyllids in commercial groves. Fortunately, we show that 
there are products that can achieve 80-95 percent short-term 
kill. Some of the organic products may be subject to high levels 
of photo-degradation, and we note again that it is important 
this work be validated under field conditions. The manufactur-
ers of the biologicals recommend the use of a surfactant with 
their products, and this is likely to be more important for out-
door field trees than on greenhouse plants.

It appears that the oils or surfactants used in these trials can 
be as effective as some of the insecticides we tested, especially 
against ACP nymphs. It also appears that Pyganic, neem-based 
products and narrow-range oils are effective organic pesticide 
options against ACP adults. However, in our trials in the green-
house, these products did not show much persistence. We ex-
pect that they would be even less persistent in the field. For 
example, Pyganic is known to break down quickly in sunlight.
Our work also shows that as the rate and distillation point of 
oil increases, greater mortality of ACP nymphs is observed. Oils 
need to be used with care, however, to avoid phytotoxicity, es-
pecially during warm periods or going into winter.  Again, it will 
be important to validate our work in field trials. Also, it will be 
important to test the idea that lower rates used more often can 
achieve the same level of control compared to a single applica-
tion of a high rate.

We tested several new experimental products. The new prod-
uct, MBI-206, shows promise causing high levels of mortality 
of ACP nymphs. A consistent mortality impact on the nymphal 
population will most certainly have an overall impact on the 
local ACP population.

As we face new invasive pests becoming established in the U.S., 
there is an ever-increasing need for effective and persistent or-
ganic pesticide alternatives in agriculture, especially if we are 
to continue to provide locally grown organic fruits and vege-
tables. The days of a single spray to control a pest on a calen-
dar basis are over, and research projects like the one described 
here will be in greater demand as the challenges of controlling 
multiple pests and newly invasive pests continue to grow. 

Initially, our intention was to find an effective organic pesticide 
to be used by organic citrus growers to control ACP. This, how-
ever, is only one of the objectives that we have for research at 

Figure 8. Mean percent mortality of ACP adults placed on plants treated 
with narrow range 438.5 oil. TriTek was not added to the Danitol treatment 
application. New insects were placed on treated plants on a weekly basis.*

Figure 9. Mean percent mortality of ACP adults placed on plants treated with 
various biological insecticides. New insects were placed on treated plants on a 
weekly basis. Orocit was used as an adjuvant at 32 fluid oz./100 gallons, both 
as a stand-alone application and at the same rate in combination with selected 
treatment applications.*

*Data were analyzed using ANOVA and means were separated by Fisher’s 
Least Significant Difference test (P = 0.05). The same colored bars with the 
same letters are not significantly different.
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the Chula Vista site. Others include the verification of systemic 
insecticide thresholds for effective control of ACP nymphs, de-
veloping baseline data for ACP susceptibility to key pesticides 
before pesticide use against psyllids is widespread in California. 
As is common in scientific research, we will conduct other re-
search studies on an opportunistic basis and in response to our 
results.
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52.37± acs Orosi Area Citrus & Homes (In Escrow) .................. $890,000

78.11± acs With Food Processing Facility ............................$2,950,000

158.41± acs Orosi Organic Citrus .........................................$1,425,000
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The recent discoveries of huanglongbing (HLB) in California’s 
Los Angeles Basin and Texas’ Rio Grande Valley and the con-

tinual increase in Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) populations, plus the 
vector of HLB in Arizona, underscore the imminent danger of 
HLB introduction and spread in these three states. The citrus 
industries are also at considerable risk due to their expansive 
shared borders with Mexico.  HLB infections and the looming 
ACP populations in Mexico with close proximity to the U.S. bor-
der continually threaten additional immigration and establish-
ment of these pests in the United States.  

To avoid the devastation this disease has demonstrated in Flor-
ida and other areas around the world, we must find initial in-
fections of HLB quickly and at very low incidence. Such initial 
introductions often take place in residential areas where citrus is 
grown in dooryards.  There is an urgent need for highly-sensitive 
statewide survey methods of residential areas combined with 
rapid intervention to contain and eliminate further spread.  How 
we accomplish such extensive surveys, essentially to find HLB 
and ACP prior to their extensive spread, presents considerable 
logistical challenges.  

Tim Gottwald, Weiqi Luo, and Neil McRoberts

risk-Based residential hlB/aCp survey for 
California, texas 
and arizona
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a. aCp+ (spatiotemporal) risk estimate

C. total risk (inCluding all variaBles and filtering)

B. distanCe to CommerCial Citrus groves
(not “risk” But affeCts sampling intensity)

These issues were further exacerbated by the 
2008 economic downturn that continues to 
result in dwindling fiscal resources for many 
regulatory agencies, including those tasked 
with conducting the survey for HLB.  The ef-
fects of the recent severe cold in California 
may further constrain financial resources, in-
creasing the need for a cost-effective preven-
tive action survey.  

Therefore, sampling efforts need to be de-
ployed based on potential risk of introduction 
and threat to commercial citrus to optimize 
early detection and management.  This article 
introduces and briefly describes a risk-based 
residential survey that has been constructed 
and deployed in Southern California, the Rio 
Grande Valley of Texas and Southern Arizona.  
Detailed explanation has been published as a 
webcast and can be viewed at: 
http://www.plantmanagementnetwork.org/
edcenter/seminars/Outreach/Citrus/HLB/

Figure 1.  A) ACP+ (Spatiotemporal) risk in Southern 
California.  B) Inverse distance-based function from 
commercial citrus used to adjust sampling intensity. 
C) Total risk estimate presented on a square mile grid.  
Risk for each “stratum” as indicated by color intensity.
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filtering of the 
survey area 
First, we needed to determine where citrus exists in the ex-
pansive residential areas of these states.  Residential areas to 
be surveyed were determined by a human population density 
map generated from the 2010 U.S. Census data.  This map was 
then filtered to remove areas where residential citrus would 
not exist or only contain rare or minimal numbers of trees.  
Such areas include: 

A. Water bodies such as major lakes, ponds, rivers and reser-
voirs. 

B. Recreation areas including municipal, state and nation-
al parks and forests, community centers, golf courses, zoos, 
amusement parks and convention centers.

C. Transportation areas such as roads, highways, airports, air-
fields, train and bus stations and parking lots.  

D. Living areas that would not support citrus such as hotels 
and resorts, hospitals and care centers, nursing and retirement 
facilities, oil fields and refineries, various institutions, jails and 
prisons.

E. Commercial workplaces such as shopping and retail centers, 
industrial areas, office spaces, vineyards and non-citrus agricul-
tural areas.

F. Community areas such as colleges, schools, churches and 
cemeteries.

G. Areas higher than 700 meters (about 2,300 feet – the report-
ed elevation above which ACP cannot survive due to either 
temperature or atmospheric pressure). 

H. Areas where yearly minimum temperatures (based on 10-
year temperature averages) fall below the tolerance threshold, 
(temperature and duration either -5 or -9 Cº) for survival of ACP.  

Military installations, Native American reservations and other 
places that cannot be surveyed due to lack of access were also 
considered.  However, these areas will be used in the risk calcu-
lation that follows (see below).  

The result is a fully filtered residential population map that in-
cludes only residential areas presumed to be able to sustain 
residential citrus, the disease and its vector.

CalCulation of Citrus density 
and risk faCtors
How do we identify where to start looking, and how do we pri-
oritize this massive area we need to examine?  To accomplish 
this seemingly enormous task, we need to develop a method 
to estimate the associated “risk” of introduction of HLB for each 
area we need to survey and then prioritize our search based on 
this risk. 

The overall risk algorithm or model (mathematical method 
to determine risk) is constructed considering several major 
components of risk.  Initially, each of these components is giv-
en equal weight, because it is difficult to quantify the relative 
influence of each risk factor compared to the others without 
substantial data.  The risk model is dynamic and can be easily 
changed over time as necessary.  As data is collected during 
subsequent survey cycles, we reassess the various contribu-
tions of each individual risk factor and then apply appropriate 
weighting (estimates of the relative risk of each factor) accord-
ingly.  This will allow us to dynamically change and enhance the 
survey model through time, thus making it more accurate and 
robust relative to mapping and prediction.

But first, we need to build a map that estimates the residential 
citrus populations.  Let’s use the Los Angeles area as an exam-
ple. Based on data provided by the California Department of 
Food and Agriculture (CDFA), in the LA Basin, 60 percent of the 
households have residential dooryard citrus.  Of these, the av-
erage is approximately two citrus trees per household.  

However, residential citrus population density is not a direct 
linear relationship with human population, but rather varies 
with human population density. This nonlinear relationship 
was estimated for each state, i.e., California, Texas and Arizona, 
based on human population.  By this method, we can then map 
residential citrus density for all or part of each state as a func-
tion of human population density.

Consider the various risk factors. For a more complete explanation, 
see the webcast indicated on page 54. 

A. Estimation of risk due to potential ACP spread:  Risk was 
evaluated due to potential ACP spread from commercial nurs-
eries, home centers, packinghouses, other citrus production or 
commercial vendors (e.g., big box stores or flea markets) and 
green waste facilities.  In addition, risk was evaluated for military 
installations and Native American reservations, both of which 
will be excluded from the survey due to lack of access.  Neither 
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of these are subject to customs and/or import/export regula-
tion, which suggests that they could act as unknown sources 
for introduction of HLB and ACP.  From prior data collected in 
Florida, we know that ACP risk decreases with distance from 
the source out to about 9.6 miles (16 km).  Thus, risk is estimat-
ed as a function of distance from commercial citrus production 
and sales centers.  However, not all of these areas are given the 
same risk weighting.  Obviously, nurseries that produce citrus 
have a high risk as do retail centers with high volume of citrus 
sales; whereas, small retail nurseries and incidental retail ven-
dors would have much lower risk.

B. Estimation of risk due to known ACP population preva-
lence and dynamics:  From 2010 to 2012, data from ACP trap-
ping in Southern California, Texas and Arizona were consid-
ered.  The locations (spatial positions) of prior ACP populations 
and their duration (how long they had existed in each location) 
were combined in an overall mathematical model (known as 
a spatiotemporal disease dispersal model).  Thus, it is not only 
the presence of ACP, but its duration (temporal function) that 
ascribes risk to a particular location.  An overall map of ACP risk 
was created for each state.  This is used both for residential and 
commercial citrus surveys dynamically.  Data collected in future 
surveys will be incorporated into the risk calculation; and as a 
result, the ACP risk maps will change continually over time.  

C. Transportation corridors:  The primary and secondary roads 
and expressway system used for commercial citrus production, 
i.e. fruit movement, is considered as the transportation corri-
dor.  Based on analyses of this system in Florida, a mathematical 
equation was used to estimate risk over distance to transporta-
tion corridors of concern for each state.

D. Climatological effects: From Hall’s previously published 
data, we can extrapolate minimum temperature thresholds 
below which the ACP vector cannot survive.  Thus, residential 
and commercial survey maps were adjusted by minimum tem-
perature thresholds to represent the likelihood of ACP develop-
ment and spread.

E. Population demographics are especially important.  From 
prior data in a number of locations in various countries, we know 
that residents with Asian heritage have ties and connections to 
Asian countries that have HLB, and thereby pose a higher threat 
of introduction (unintentional and often unknowingly).  There-
fore, higher sampling intensity and risk calculations are ascribed 
to those areas where Asian populations are prevalent.  The ini-
tial HLB find in the Los Angeles Basin was within one such high-
risk Asian population area.

F. Risk of HLB-positive trees and ACP vectors that are carry-
ing the HLB pathogen are added as they occur.  To date, there 
is one HLB-positive location in California, four (two commer-
cial groves and two residential) in Texas, and none in Arizona.  
However, this is likely to change through time as the epidemic 
evolves.  

G. Based on analyses of Florida data, a more intensive sam-
pling effort is conducted in areas surrounding known HLB 
infections. 

H. An adjustment for sampling intensity was also developed 
based on proximity to commercial citrus plantings.  A higher 
sampling intensity is conducted near commercial citrus areas 
(Figure 1 on page 54).

distriBution to stakeholders:
hoW Can stakeholders use this 
survey method?
A. Overall mapping of cumulative total risk was cal-
culated for each of the regions of concern for each state  
(Figure 1–C).  

B. Survey protocol:  Risk maps are provided to each state/agen-
cy based on STR (1 mile² areas described by Section–Township–
Range [STR]).  The calculated risk impacts the probability of an 
individual STR selection for residential survey; i.e., the higher 
the risk, the higher chance such STR will be selected. There-
fore, “hot” disease and ACP population STR areas are the areas 
predominately covered, and extra assurance is provided via a 
stochastic (random) selection of a small proportion of STRs in 
low-risk areas. An output data set in Excel is also provided to 
the Agency conducting the survey that lists each STR and its  
estimated total risk.  This can then be used to direct survey 
teams as a protocol to perform a systematic risk-based survey.  If 
more fiscal and manpower reserves can be dedicated to survey, 
then regulatory agencies can simply select more STRs from the 
prioritized output list and include lower-risk areas.

C. Multiple interactive maps that can link to Google Earth 
are also provided so the regulatory agencies can target survey 
teams more precisely via visual representations of risk.  Figure 
2 shows a satellite view of a four-mile² area of residential Los 
Angeles and a corresponding census block map for the same 
area. Note that manufacturing and nonresidential sub-areas 
have been filtered out.

gloBal pest and desease 
modeling
The survey models described above could also provide a mod-
eling framework for the development of surveys for other cit-
rus-producing areas and industries such as areas in Central and 
South America and the Caribbean. A similar framework can be 
easily transferred to apply to survey for other non-indigenous 
diseases when required.  In the global sense, surveys that can 
predict and detect introductions before or while in low inci-
dence will afford improved chances of disease suppression/
management prior to areawide or regional spread that can 
eventually act as sources for future introductions into the US. 
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Figure 2. It is possible to pinpoint population and race in each individual residential area (ex. residential block), making it easier for regulatory agencies and 
surveyors to pinpoint survey locations and to map results. Mapping is done for each square mile grid by section, township and range. 
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Surveys that can predict and/or detect a pest introduction 
while its incidence is still low will increase the chances for ear-
ly disease detection. If a pest introduction can be eliminated 
or controlled soon after its introduction, the epidemic can be 
stopped or slowed so that the pest can be more efficiently 
managed.
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Figure 2, continued. It is possible to pinpoint population and race in each individual residential area (ex. residential block), making it easier for regulatory agencies 
and surveyors to pinpoint survey locations and to map results. Mapping is done for each square mile grid by section, township and range. This mapping version 
displays street names that regulators can use in tracking ACP and HLB.
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moves toWard grid 
release strategy
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Female Tamarixia radiata.
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In December 2011, the first releases of biological control 
agents of the Asian citrus psyllid (ACP) were made in Cali-

fornia by researchers at the University of California, Riverside 
(UCR). The agent, Tamarixia radiata, is a minute insect that kills 
ACP nymphs by feeding and laying their eggs in them. During 
efforts to establish a mass production program and when few 
wasps were being produced, they were released at locations 
where ACP populations were present and no other control 
practices were in force. 

The sites were identified by a number of methods: by infor-
mation obtained from survey crews (California Department of 
Food and Agriculture, Citrus Research Board, County Agricul-
tural Commissioners), scouting by biological control specialists 
(USDA, UCR, CDFA), and from notification of ACP populations 
by growers and the public.  The initial releases were focused 
around the Los Angeles Basin, the epicenter of the known ACP 
range. Prior to a release, every release site was surveyed for the 
presence of ACP and Tamarixia. This was necessary to ensure 
successful establishment of the agent and to justify continued 
releases at the sites selected.

Three developments in the past two years have resulted in a 
need to change the current release strategy. The first is the rap-
id spread of ACP in Southern California beyond the Los Angeles 
Basin. The pest is now established in Imperial, San Diego, River-
side, San Bernardino, and Orange counties, in addition to Los 
Angeles. 

The second development is the increase in production of Tam-
arixia by the combined efforts of UCR, CDFA, USDA and CRB 
staff. In 2012, about 3,000 agents were released; in 2013, the 
releases increased to more than 200,000. 

The third development is the successful establishment of Tam-
arixia at many of the release sites – even at some locations 
where no releases have occurred. More than 107 sites have 
been identified as having established Tamarixia populations at 
present. As Tamarixia becomes more established, there is less 
of a need to monitor the release areas. The experimental phase 

Adult Tamarixia radiata feeding on an Asian citrus psyllid nymph.
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BioControl data
released and reCovery sites as of 12/29/2013
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of the introductions has now developed into a pest control management 
program (Figure 1). As can be seen from the map of current releases, release 
sites are unevenly distributed so that the establishment and spread of the 
agent throughout the range of ACP is uneven.

These recent developments make it important to extend the release of ACP 
biological control agents in a more time-efficient manner. Establishing Tam-
arixia at evenly distributed release sites will facilitate its spread throughout 
the range of ACP in California. The aim is to develop a system to cover the 
entire ACP range in in an efficient and economic manner.

To implement this idea, CDFA, CRB and USDA have been moving toward a 
grid system that will space releases in a way that takes advantage of the biol-
ogy of Tamarixia and addresses the needs of each county. Adapting a system 
already in use by CDFA, the standard trapping grid (STG), comes with sever-
al advantages: it provides a basic structure of one square mile blocks with 
unique identifying numbers; maps are periodically updated with ACP finds; 
pesticide treatment areas are identified; it contains a citrus layer that can 
be used to find suitable host plants within the grid; and an ACP risk assess-
ment layer developed by the USDA-ARS. This layer uses an algorithm that 
involves a number of factors such as ACP trap catch counts, ACP dispersal 

Figure 1. Tamarixia release sites in Southern California 
prior to 2014. Green dots indicate release sites; crosses 
indicate release sites where Tamarixia have been 
recovered.
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rate, human population density, trucking 
routes, citrus density, and HLB detections 
to optimize ACP and HLB survey efforts 
(Figure 2).

Using the STG grid, release grids that are 
four miles apart have been identified. 
Only grids containing citrus plants are 
considered for release. As Tamarixia have 
been found as far as eight miles away from 
any release point, all release grids are well 
within the range potential of establishing 
Tamarixia. The release grid structure will 
be fixed. However, additional releases 
can be made outside of the release grid 
where additional points of establishment 
are needed, for instance, in abandoned 
citrus production areas (Figure 3).

Service Layer Credits: Sources: Esri,
DeLorme, NAVTEQ, TomTom, Intermap,
increment P Corp., GEBCO, USGS, FAO,
NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL,
Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri
China (Hong Kong), and the GIS User
Community
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Figure 3. Releases of Tamarixia radiata in Southern California, January 1 – March 12, 2014.

Figure 2. Risk assessment layer of Los Angeles County. Blue dots indicate releases prior to 2014. Violet dots indicate intended release localities for 2014. 
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The number of Tamarixia to be released in each county is a 
function of the number of release grids where citrus is found 
and the level of ACP risk assessed for each grid as evaluated 
by USDA-ARS (Figure 4). Grids are assigned low-, medium- and 
high-risk levels with 200, 400 and 600 insects being released 
at each corresponding level of risk. Grids where no citrus are 
found will be skipped, as will active chemical treatment areas. 

The location of releases within a one square mile release grid is 
not fixed. On return visits to the same grid, releases can be made 
at different locations within the grid. Changing the points of re-
lease increases the likelihood that the agents will find suitable 
places for establishment and from which to spread. Personnel 
can save time if they can forego having to locate a specific site 
location and host tree and instead are given the responsibili-
ty to choose the most appropriate host plant available based 
on the criteria of variety, number of ACP finds, previous release 
sites and ease of access. New grids will not be used every time 
that releases are repeated to reduce costs, prevent unnecessary 
complications and to increase efficiency as the release person-
nel become familiarized with repeated release grid visits.   

Dedicated teams are used to carry out releases. Insect trappers 
that service the counties for other pests do not cover enough 
area within a county in a timely manner. For instance, most fruit 
fly survey crews would only be able to cover, at best, four re-
lease grids in a week. In a practice run in Los Angeles, a dedicat-
ed team was able to visit four adjacent release grids in an hour. 
Taking into account additional drive time and lunch, a dedicat-
ed team could service about 80 sites in a week. The increase in 
site coverage is possible partly because of the removal of site 
monitoring activities. Now that Tamarixia is known to be estab-
lished, the need for such intensive activities is no longer nec-

essary. Researchers at UCR will continue to monitor Tamarixia 
parasitism rates at selected sites; and monitoring by CDFA staff 
can be carried out when time and manpower permits.

An estimate of 160,000 Tamarixia is needed for one release cy-
cle in all of the ACP-impacted counties. At 80 sites per week, 
four people with two dedicated vehicles driving every day 
should be able to cycle through all counties within a month. 
The biggest limiting factor remains the rate and reliability of 
Tamarixia production. Distributing Tamarixia to dedicated 
teams would be the most efficient means of ensuring that they 
can be distributed effectively as they are produced.

The release grid strategy is still under development, but releas-
es at the first grids started in northeast Los Angeles County 
on January 10. One route (20 sites) is being covered at a time. 
Each sequential route is selected to optimize geographic cov-
erage and efficient use of resources. For instance, the current 
release route is covering grids in Orange County; the next will 
be in San Diego County and then other counties before return-
ing to grids in Los Angeles that are at a distance from the first 
release grids visited in that county.  Once releases have been 
performed throughout the entire ACP range, the process will 
be reviewed and either repeated or altered for the next set of 
releases.

David Morgan, Ph.D., Grace Radebough and Alejandro  
Muniz are all with the California Department of Food and  
Agriculture.

Figure 4. For estimating the 
number of agents needed per 
county, only the release grids that  
have been evaluated using the 
USDA risk assessment model were 
considered; however, additional 
release grids will be included as 
ACP host populations are located. 
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Citrus Roots, Preserving Citrus Heritage 

Foundation was founded in 2006 and is a public 

charity [501(c)(3)]. The foundation is staffed 

completely by volunteers, so 100 percent of 

donations goes to furthering the mission. Our goal 

is to bring a higher awareness of the role citrus 

played in the development of California. This has 

been accomplished through our library exhibits 

at various universities and museums, books, 

Citrograph articles and our web site, which now 

has several new features.

Citrus roots
Preserving Citrus Heritage Foundation

oUR MiSSion iS to eLevate the 
awaReneSS of caLifoRnia’S 
citRUS heRitaGe thRoUGh 

PUbLicationS, edUcation and 
aRtiStic woRk.

If you find these articles interesting, please support our 
foundation. Our work is 100 percent donated. We receive 
no financial assistance from any organization and rely 
entirely on your contributions. Although we are a volun-
teer organization, we still have expenses such as main-
taining our web site and scanning archival documents. 
Your support is important.

We invite you to make a cash contribution and to pur-
chase our books, crate labels and citrus memorabilia 
and/or donate items in those categories to the Citrus 
Roots Foundation. You will save Federal and California 
taxes to the fullest extent allowed for income tax pur-
poses.

www.citrusroots.com
Your web reference center

Citrus Roots – Preserving Citrus 
Heritage Foundation

P.O. Box 4038, Balboa, CA 92661 USA
501(c)(3) EIN 43-2102497
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Citrus roots foundation rolls out 
neW WeB site theme 
and Citrus Brand list
Richard Barker

updated WeB site theme deButs
Our new web site theme is “California’s Second Gold Rush – the Citrus Gold Rush - Built Communities.” This is a compel-
ling, convincing drama of strong-willed people. We have arranged past articles by subject, and the story unfolds in 
chronological order. This organization brings continuity to our past work, which is our primary goal.

The Citrus Gold Rush lasted well over half a century and generated revenue far in excess of that brought in by the 
‘49ers. However, very few California schools teach state history past the mission era. At one time, citrus was grown from 
Butte County to the Mexican border. Between 1910 and the 1930s, citrus was the second largest industry in California 
(oil was number one), and crop-related dollars contributed to the building of many cities within the state. 

Santa Ana Polytechnic High School (presently 
Chapman University), Santa Ana, which was built in 
two stages from 1905 to 1913.
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One might conclude that the “planting of gold” brought about 
community development. Distinctive architectural design is evi-
dent in the churches, schools and public buildings built during the 
rush. Additionally, growers developed and built a far-reaching wa-
ter system based on legal rights. These legacies have all benefited 
(and will continue to benefit) past, present and future generations.

introduCing California Citrus 
Brand list
The Foundation is especially proud of the work of Thomas Pulley 
in assembling the first, comprehensive listing of California citrus 
brands from 1870 to the present. The list will be available via our 
web site for free.

According to Pulley, the brand list was done as a learning aid for 
researchers, collectors, students and others curious about Califor-
nia’s citrus heritage. It was compiled using numerous brand lists 
from Sunkist Growers and Mutual Orange Distributors that had 
been developed for use by their members. Early brands were taken 
from a register published by Fruit World magazine in 1900. An ad-

ditional number were found in the Eastern Citrus 
Market Reports published daily in the Los Angeles 
Times between 1905 and 1941. Newer brands, 
which were used after paper labels were discon-
tinued in the 1950s, we obtained in large part via 
the internet.

Actual labels were studied using the on-line Cit-
rus Label Gallery, as well as label collections in the 
Pomona Public Library, Riverside Public Library, 
Riverside Metropolitan Museum, A.K. Smiley Li-
brary in Redlands, Corona Public Library, Hun-
tington Library in San Marino, California State 
Archives in Sacramento, University of California 
at Davis Library, California Historical Society in 
San Francisco, plus numerous other local libraries 
and historical museums. Label collector, dealer 
and author Gordon McClelland also was helpful 
with his advice, sharing some of his own labels 
lists and allowing access to some of the rare la-
bels in his collection.

Pulley explained that since a large number of the 
brand names and types of fruit packed are taken 
from brand lists rather than from actual labels, 
there may be a few errors. For example, the lists 
showed what brands were authorized for certain 
types of fruit. Not all brands authorized by mar-
keting organizations were actually used by pack-
ers. Also, since a sizable percentage of the labels 
on the list were not available for viewing, there 
was a fair amount of guesswork regarding the 
correct spelling of packers’ names and addresses.

“Included on both versions of the list,” Pulley  
stated, “are 587 brands where the packing organization name 
is unknown.”  These were taken either from the 1900 Fruit World 
brand list or from various daily Eastern Citrus Market Reports. The 
dates of these unknown origin brands, shown in the Selling Agents 
column, are the earliest dates of reported usage. If any collector 
using these lists has one or more of the unknown brands in their 
collection, please notify Citrus Roots, either by sending a scan of 
the label or by providing the name of the packer, the city shown on 
the label and any logos or other information displayed. This should 
be sent to volo999@att.net to the attention of Dick Barker.

We also ask any collectors who may spot list errors or may have 
California citrus labels currently not shown to notify us with correc-
tions or the new information so that we may continue to update.

To make the list easier to use, we have posted two alphabetical 
versions – one sorted by brand names and the other by packing 
organizations. Please see http://citrusroots.com/brand.php for ad-
ditional information.

 St. John’s Lutheran Church in Orange was dedicated in 1914.
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C L E A N  C I T R U S

Clonal

Containerized

Clean

You have new options:
• CDFA Approved Insect Resistant Facility

• Containerized citrus is cleaner, more flexible and secure

• Clonally propagated rootstocks increase uniformity
 and expand your options

• Professional field service from experienced horticulturists:

  Ed Needham (559) 977-7282
  Steve Scheuber (209) 531-5065
  John Arellano (559) 804-6949

Find us on Facebook


